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BATE: August 19,2020

TO: All Wisconsin Election Officials

FROM: Meagan Wolfe Richard Rydecki
Administrator Assistant Administrator

SUBJECT: Absentee Ballot Drop Bos Information

This document is intended to provide information and guidance on drop box options for secure absentee ballot 
return for voters. The information has been adapted from a resource developed as part of the Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) Elections Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council and Sector 
Coordinating Council’s Joint COVH) Working Group. The original document can be found here: 
https://staticl.sguarespace.eom/static/5a665c98017db2b6Qbc22Q84/t/5e8f42d717ee5e7ee2db8c8b/15864470648
05/Ballot Drop-Box fmal.pdf.

What is an Absentee Ballot Brop Mml
A ballot drop box provides a secure and convenient means for voters to return their by mail absentee ballot. A 
drop box is a secure, locked structure operated by local election officials. Voters may deposit their ballot in a 
drop box at any time after they receive it in the mail up to the time of the last ballot collection Election Day. 
Ballot drop boxes can be staffed or unstaffed, temporary or permanent.

Some voters prefer to deliver their by mail absentee ballots to a drop box rather than sending them back through 
the mail. These voters may be motivated by lack of trust in the postal process, fear that their ballot could be 
tampered with, or concern that their information will be exposed. Voters may also be concerned about ensuring 
that their ballot is returned in time to be counted.

Ballot drop boxes and drop-off locations allow voters to deliver their ballots in person. More importantly, the 
availability of ballot drop boxes and drop-off locations ensures that even voters who wait until the last minute to 
return their ballot or who receive their requested ballot in the mail too late to return it via USPS will have timely 
options to return their ballots.

In a COVTD-19 environment, creative solutions may be required. Your municipality may already have 
infrastructure set up for secure collection of payment and materials. Consider repurposing the following options 
as secure ballot drops:
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9 Designate drop boxes or mail slots set up for taxes, mail and public 
utilities as secure ballot drop locations.

® Partnering with public libraries to use book and media drop slots for ballot 
collection.

® Partnering with businesses or locations that have already implemented 
social distancing practices, such as grocery stores and banks.

Many of these locations are already secure and located in places familiar to 
city residents. If you choose to do something similar, be sure to inquire
about the security of these drops and identify how you can access ballots ' ;
returned through these options. These locations should be marked with ’ ...... ‘
signage that clearly identifies the location as a ballot drop box and lists the final time ballots will be collected on 
election day. After the final election day pickup, clear signage should be placed at each drop site marking the 
location as “closed for ballot drop” and information regarding additional ballot return options and deadlines 
should be listed on these signs.

Types of Drop Boxes
Outdoor Options
1. Staffed, Temporary Drive-Through Drop Off
A drive-through drop-off location is an easy way to keep traffic flowing when demand for a ballot 
drop box is at its peak, especially on Election Day. This drive-through is typically set up in a 
parking lot or a street depending on the location.

The team staffing the site accepts ballots from voters as they pull through, depositing them 
directly into a ballot box. For voters who prefer placing the ballot directly into the box themselves, the portable 
ballot box is brought to the car window, in addition to the supplies listed below, you will need a team of at least 
two to three to support the drop-off site.

« Pop-up tent 
• Table 
® Chairs 
e Ballot box 
» Road signs 
a Orange cones
« Flashlights :wst&
® High-visibility vests for workers ------------------
@ Weather appropriate support— propane heater, rain 

gear, lanterns
® Personal protective equipment such as gloves, masks, and hand sanitizer as appropriate and in accordance with 

current CDC guidance
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2. Unstaffed, 24-Hour Ballot Drop Box
In high-demand areas, installing a permanent ballot drop box—one that can be accessed by voters 24/7—is a
good solution. These boxes should be constructed of durable material such as steel and be permanently
cemented into the ground. This type of ballot drop box may cost as
much as $6,000 each. Other options such as courier boxes are
available from industrial supply companies and may be more
affordable. In addition to purchasing the 24-hour box you will need:

® Video surveillance camera (or place the drop box in an area already 
covered by a security camera)

® Media storage device (for recorded video)
® Municipal decal or Election signage 
• Extra keys for opening slot and access door 
® Security seals

Indoor Option
Staffed or Unstaffed - Indoor Temporary Ballot Drop Box

When demand for a ballot drop box is low, a temporary ballot box located in a place such as the municipal 
clerk’s office is a good solution. These boxes should be constructed of durable material and include a key or 
combination lock as well as a way to securely fasten the box to prevent it from being moved or tampered with. 
This type of box looks similar to the example pictured here. Staffed drop boxes can also be used at polling 
places on election day to collect absentee ballots from voters without having those voters wait in line in the 
voting area.

In addition to purchasing or renting the ballot box, you will need:

e Padlock and keys (if not included) I
® Bike chain or some other way to fasten the box to prevent it from being 

removed (if not staffed)
© Security seals

Security
Ballot drop boxes must be secured and locked at all times. Only an election official or a designated ballot drop 
box collection team should have access to the keys and/or combination of the lock. In addition to locks, all drop 
boxes should be sealed with one or more tamper evident seals.
Ideally, unstaffed 24-hour drop boxes should be located in areas with good lighting and be 
monitored by video surveillance cameras. When this is not feasible, positioning the box close to 
a nearby camera is a good option. Also consider placing it in a high traffic area and inviting local 
law enforcement to make regular observations.

Try to place indoor drop boxes in locations where they can be monitored by a person in real time. When
ballot boxes are unstaffed and not being monitored, the box should be securely fastened to a
stationary surface or immovable object, such as a counter or wall, in a way that prevents moving or tampering.
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Oaaln ©f Custody
e Chain of custody logs must be completed every time ballots are collected.
• All ballot collection boxes/bags should be numbered to ensure all boxes are returned at the end of the shift, day, 

and on election night.
® Team members should sign the log and record the date and time, security seal number at opening, and security 

seal number when the box is locked and sealed again.

lL©efi4i©ii
Ballot drop boxes should be placed in convenient, accessible locations, including places close 
to public transportation routes, near or on college campuses, and public buildings, such as 
libraries and community centers familiar to voters and easy to find. If there is time, getting input 
from citizens and community groups is recommended.

All drop box locations should be evaluated for:

® Security
• Lighting (well-lit 24 hours a day)
© High visibility 
a Security cameras 
® Accessibility 
0 Voter convenience 
® Parking or drive-through options

How Many Drop Boxes Do You Need?
At a minimum, you should have a drop box at your primary municipal building, such as the village hall. Voters 
generally know the locations of these buildings and are already accustomed to voting or doing business there. 
Some other best practices include:

® Have one drop box for every 15,000-20,000 registered voters.
s Consider adding more drop boxes to areas where there may be communities with historically low absentee ballot 

return rates.
e Use demographic data and analysis to determine whether there should be a different formula for rural and urban 

locations (i.e., 1 for every 15,000 residents may be every mile in an urban are, but every 50 miles in a rural area).
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This document is one in a series created as part of the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security 
Agency (CISA) Elections Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council and Sector 
Coordinating Council’s Joint COVID Working Group. These documents provide guidance for 
state, local, tribal, and territorial election officials on how to administer and secure election 
infrastructure in light of the COVID-19 epidemic.

Ballot Drop Box

Overview

A ballot drop box provides a secure and convenient means for voters to return their mail ballot.
A drop box is a secure, locked structure operated by election officials where voters may deliver 
their ballots from the time they receive them in the mail up to the time pods close on Election 
Day. Ballot drop boxes can be staffed or unstaffed, temporary or permanent.

Unstaffed drop boxes are typically available 24 hours a day and permanently anchored in place. 
Staffed drop boxes are typically available during regular business hours and monitored by 
trained workers during those hours.

Whether you are standing up a temporary vote-by-mai! program statewide or locally, or you plan 
to develop a permanent program of voting primarily by mail, there are a few things to know and 
consider when planning for the use of ballot drop boxes.

©eneral Considerations

Why do you need ballot drop-off locations when you are paying 
for return postage?
Some voters prefer to deliver their mail ballots to a drop box rather than sending them back 
through the mail. These voters may be motivated by lack of trust in the postal process, fear that 
their ballot could be tampered with, or concern that their signature will be exposed. Voters may 
also be concerned about meeting the postmark deadline and ensuring that their ballot is 
returned in time to be counted.

Ballot drop boxes and drop-off locations allow voters to deliver their ballots in person. More 
importantly, the availability of ballot drop boxes and drop-off locations ensures that even voters 
who wait until the last minute to vote or who receive their requested ballot in the mail at the last 
minute will be able to return their ballots in time to be counted.
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Many of these last-minute voters drop their ballot off at a voting location (which may not be 
allowed by state law). Setting up ballot drop boxes and educating voters to use them mitigates a 
number of COVID-19-related risks associated with in-person voting. It also minimizes the 
number of people that will need to access voting locations, thereby providing more space for 
those who are engaged in in-person voting.

How many ballot drop boxes will you need?
At a minimum, you should have a drop box at your main county or city office building. Voters 
generally know the locations of these buildings and are already accustomed to voting or doing 
business there. Some other best practices include:

□ Have one drop box for every 15,000-20,000 registered voters.
□ Consider adding more drop boxes to areas where there may be communities with 

historically low vote by mail usage.
□ Use demographic data and analysis to determine whether there should be a different 

formula for rural and urban locations (i.e., 1 for every 15,000 residents may be every 
mile in an urban are, but every 50 miles in a rural area).

To get a better idea of how many voters use ballot drop boxes when voting by mail is the 
primary method of voting, look at the Ballot Drop Box Usage chart put together by the 
Washington Secretary of State. It shows ballot drop box use as a percentage of total ballots 
returned for Washington state, where voting by mail has been the primary method of voting for 
over a decade.

Timeline: The number of drop boxes and their locations should be finalized in time to be 
included in the instructions with your mail ballot packet—typically 80 days before the 
election. \

Ballot drop boxes should be placed in cohvenient, accessible locations, including places close 
to public transportation routes, near or orj college campuses, and public buildings, such as 
libraries and community centers familiar tjo voters and easy to find. If there is time, getting input 
from citizens and community groups is recommended.

All drop box locations should be evaluated for:
□ Security j
□ Lighting (well-lit 24 hours a day) |

□ High visibility
□ Security cameras (more on cameras in the Security Considerations section below)
□ Accessibility
□ Voter convenience
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□ Parking or drive-through options

There are tools that can help you evaluate locations for drop boxes. The U.S. Census Bureau 
Interactive Workforce Map is a tool that can help you visualize where residents of your 
jurisdiction work or live to help you see where drop boxes might be particularly useful. Also, the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is offering free enterprise-level access to 
ESRi geospatial mapping software for ail state, local, territorial, and tribal governments for 6 
months.

In a COVID-19 environment, creative solutions may be required. Consider:
□ Collocating a ballot drop box with drop boxes set up for taxes and public utilities.
□ Partnering with businesses or locations that have already implemented social distancing 

practices, such as grocery stores and banks.

A great example of using existing spaces comes from Madison, Wisconsin. The city’s libraries 
were shut down owing to COVID-19. The City Clerk’s office decided to capitalize on locations 
that were already secure and located in places familiar to city residents. Working in partnership 
with the library, they used the book drops from three of the city's public libraries and turned 
them into temporary ballot drop boxes. If you choose to do something similar, be sure to ask 
questions about the library’s security to ensure ballots dropped off at library locations remain 
secure at all times.

Timeline: The locations of drop boxes should be finalized In time to be included in the 
instructions with your mail ballot packet—typically 80 days before the election.

Who can collect and drop off a mailed ballot on behalf of a voter?
Voters who are unable to return a ballot in person or get it to a postal facility in time for it to be 
counted may, depending on state law, may be able to entrust the voted ballot to someone else 
to help them deliver it—an agent or designee. Note that, as of March 30, 2020:

« Twenty-seven states permit an absentee ballot to be returned by a designated agent, 
which can be a family member, attorney, or care provider.

• Nine states permit an absentee ballot to be returned by the voter’s family member.
• One state specifies that an absentee ballot can only be returned in person or by mail.
• Thirteen states do not expressly address this issue.

Some states that allow a designated agent to return a voted ballot on behalf of the voter restrict 
the number of ballots that can be deposited by that person at one time in a drop box.

if you are considering the use of ballot drop boxes, you should review your existing laws and 
requirements and determine whether emergency changes may be necessary. A full list of state 
practices can be found at the National Conference of State Legislators (NCSL) website listed in 
the Additional Resources section.
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What equipment and supplies are needed for ballot drop boxes?
Whether you are collecting ballots just from a USPS facility, ballot drop boxes, or both, you will 
need ballot drop box collection teams. Ideally, these are bipartisan teams (poll workers or 
temporary workers) hired to drive a collection route and pick up ballots on a regular basis. Each 
of these teams will need;

□ Vehicle such as a van or SUV where the seats can be laid flat (county owned or rented)
□ Radio or cell phone
□ Secure ballot collection bag/box
□ Security seals
□ Chain of custody procedures/forms
□ Personal protective equipment (e.g. disposable, sterile gloves), as appropriate and in 

accordance to current CDC guidance

Timeline: Reservations should be made as soon as possible if you plan to rent vehicles, 
radios, or ceil phones~no later than 35 days before the election.

Outlined below is a list of the typical items you will need to rent or buy, depending on the type of 
drop box or drop-off location you are installing.

STAFFED - INDOOR TEMPORARY BALLOT DROP BOX
When demand for a ballot drop box is low, a temporary ballot box located inside is a good 
solution. These boxes should be constructed of durable material and include a key or 
combination lock as well as a way to securely fasten the box to prevent it from being moved or 
tampered with. This type of box looks similar to the example pictured here. In addition to 
purchasing or renting the ballot box, you will need:

□ Padlock and keys (if not included)
□ Bike chain or some other way to fasten the box to prevent it ' i

from being removed (if not staffed)
□ Security seals

Timeline: Depending on the lead time required by the 
manufacturer, boxes may need to be ordered 3 months in 
advance—90 days before the election.

OUTDOOR, TEMPORARY DRIVE-THROUGH DROP OFF
A drive-through drop-off location is an easy way to keep traffic flowing when demand for a ballot 
drop box is at its peak, especially on Election Day. This drive-through is typically set up in a 
parking lot or a street depending on the location.

The team staffing the site accepts ballots from voters as they pull through, depositing them 
directly into a ballot box. For voters who prefer placing the ballot directly into the box
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themselves, the portable ballot box is brought to the car window. In addition to the supplies 
listed below, you will need a bipartisan team of at least two to three to support the drop-off site.

□ Pop-up tent
□ Table
□ Chairs
□ Ballot box
□ Road signs
□ Orange cones
□ Flashlights
□ High-visibility vests for workers
□ Weather appropriate support— 

propane heater, rain gear, lanterns
□ Personal protective equipment such as gloves, masks, and hand sanitizer, as 

appropriate and in accordance with current CDC guidance

Timeline: Most of these items can be purchased or rented locally. You will need some 
lead time to arrange for traffic signs and cones if they wiii be borrowed from law 
enforcement.

UNSTAFFED, 24-HOUR BALLOT DROP BOX
In high-demand areas where votes are or will be cast primarily by mail, installing a permanent 
ballot drop box—one that can be accessed by voters 24/7—is a good solution. These boxes 
should be constructed of durable material such as steel and be permanently cemented into the 
ground. This type of ballot drop box typically costs about $6,000 each. In addition to 
purchasing the 24-hour box you will need:

□ Video surveillance camera
□ Media storage device (for recorded video)
□ Decal (branding and information)
□ Extra keys for opening slot and access door
□ Security seals

A good example of the security considerations associated with 
this type of box, pictured on the right, can be found in the
California Code of Regulations.

Timeline: Depending on the lead time required by the
manufacturer, boxes may need to be ordered 4-6 months in advance—about 1S0 days 
before the election.
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iteetiosi Wight and Closing Boxes
You need to give special consideration to returning temporary ballot drop boxes and locking 
permanent drop boxes on election night. Organizing teams from other county or city 
departments is one way to accomplish this. Essentially, you need bipartisan teams to be at 
every ballot drop-off location precisely when polls close. Their responsibilities include:

□ Identifying the voter or car in line at the time polls close and ensuring they have the 
opportunity to deposit their ballots.

□ Retrieving the temporary indoor boxes and returning them to the counting facility.
□ Locking the drop slot on the 24-hour boxes and transferring ballots to a ballot transfer 

bag or box and returning them to the counting facility.
□ Completing chain of custody forms.

SeeurSty Considerations
Ballot drop boxes must be secured and locked at all times. Only an election official or a 
designated ballot drop box collection team should have access to the keys and/or combination 
of the lock, in addition to locks, all drop boxes should be sealed with one or more tamper 
evident seals.

Ideally, unstaffed 24-hour drop boxes should be located in areas with good lighting and be 
monitored by video surveillance cameras. When this is not feasible, positioning the box close to 
a nearby camera is a good option. Also consider placing it in a high traffic area and inviting local 
law enforcement to make regular observations.

Try to place indoor drop boxes in locations where they can be monitored by a live person. When 
ballot boxes are unstaffed and not being monitored, the box should be securely fastened to a 
stationary surface or immovable object in a way that prevents moving or tampering.

Chain of Custody
□ Chain of custody logs must be completed every time ballots are collected.
□ All ballot collection boxes/bags should be numbered to ensure all boxes are returned at 

the end of the shift, day, and on election night.
□ Team members should sign the log and record the date and time, security seal number 

at opening, and security seal number when the box is locked and sealed again.
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Safety
□ For drive-through locations, coordinate a traffic plan with public safety officials.
□ Consider colored vests for ballot collection teams.
□ Provide a radio or cel! phone so you can stay in contact with collection teams at all

times.

Other Considerations
Start thinking about a ballot collection plan. This should include:

□ Arranging with the USPS to designate a daily collection point for returned ballots and 
undelivered ballots.

□ Hiring bipartisan teams with clean driving records (review your jurisdiction’s 
requirements for driving as an employee).

□ Determining the frequency of collection prior to Election Day.
□ Determining the frequency of collection on Election Day.
□ Ensuring you have collection teams assigned to be at each location when polls close on 

Election Day.
□ Establishing best practices for transferring ballots back to the counting facility.
□ Preparing driving routes and accompanying maps or directions.
□ Determining how to keep collection teams and other staff safe in a COVID-19 

environment.
□ Reviewing your state laws regarding electioneering, campaigning, petition signature 

gathering, etc. at or near a ballot drop-off site.
□ Developing a plan for helping voters find ballot drop-off locations. This can include a list 

of locations in the mail ballot packet as well as an online lookup tool with maps and 
directions. Two examples are Lewis County, WA (rural county) and King County, WA 
(large urban county).

Additional ft@g@tjre©s
□ Ballot Drop Box Retrieval Training Presentation'—A good overview of the ballot 

collection process from the Orange County (California) Registrar of Voters

□ Open Mie Session! Ballot Drop Boxes—video that reviews best practices for ballot 
drop boxes in Washington State

□ Voting Outside the Polling Place: Absentee, All-Mail and other Voting at Home
Options—NCSL website dedicated to absentee voting and all-mail voting
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Ballot Drop Box Usage by Year
The tables below show ballot drop box usage as a percentage of total ballots returned in recent 
Primary and General Elections. Tracking of ballot drop box usage began for the November
2012 General Election.

General Election Drop Box Usage
County 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Adams - 50.9% 54.7% 56.0% 62.2% 63.7% ' 52.8% 55.4%

Asotin 50.8% 54.3% 55.2% 53.0% 59.2% 60.3% 51.1%

Benton 57.2% . 54.1% . 46.5% : 57.2% 66.9% 45.6% 38.7% 54.8%

Chelan 60.6% 63.7% : 67.9% 69.4% 72.9% 71.5% 59.9% 58.1%

Clallam 57.6% 60.0% 65.3% : 68.4% 73.3% 73.2% 61.1% 67.5%

Clark 32.4% : 29.8% 34.1% 22.3% 47.6% 42.7% 42.5% 42.1%

Columbia 59.7% 35.7% 60.5% 63.5% 69.4% : 64.5% 48.6% 50.1%

Cowlitz 71.0% 69.6% 75.1% 73.0% 76.5% 23.9% 67.6% 66.9%

Douglas 46.0% 58.6% 48.1% 50.6% 64.6% 40.0% 48.9% 49.3%

Ferry - 32.5% 29.6% 28.9% 29.5% 31.3% 21.5% 19.2%

Franklin 42.8% 43.7% 59.7% 61.7% 68.2% 64.4% 50.4% 51.1%

Garfield - 53.5% 29.9% 68.2% 70.1% 74.8% 63.5% 65.5%

Grant 16.7% 10.0% 28.1% 25.3% 30.3% 29.6% 42.6% 40.8%

Grays Harbor - 6.2% 10.6% - 53.8% 23.7% 39.6% 41.2%

Island 32.2% 38.6% 41.8% 43.7% 50.6% 56.2% 45.1% 47.8%

Jefferson 6.6% ; _ 40.0% 40.9% 47.2% 49.9% 40.8% 41.2%

King 20.9% 20.2% 21.6% 26.3% 49.3% 53.2% 39.7% 46.6%
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Kitsap 43.8% 42.3% 46.4% 36.9% 54.9% 54.8% 50.6% 50.9%

Kittitas 61.5% 62.9% : 66.2% 65.1% 71.2% 67.5% 59.3% 60.6%

Klickitat 68.0% 69.5% 73.9% 71.3% 74.2% 73.4% 75.4% 73.1%

Lewis 22.8% 20.9% 24.6% 33.3% 57.8% 50.2% : 44.5% 43.2%

Lincoln 23.9% 24.3% 27.2% 26.0% 28.7% - 15.4% 21.9%

Mason 58.9% : 59.1% : 62.9% 62.5% 69.8% 66.8% 46.5% 48.2%

Okanogan - ; 7.2% 17.4% 16.3% 26.1% 33.8% 28.1% 25.7%

Pacific 20.9% 16.8% ; 25.2% 22.1% 32.0% 30.6% 35.1% 41.8%

Pend Oreille 43.7% 44.5% 45.8% 42.3% 47.4% 45.8% 37.4% 31.8%

Pierce 47.9% 51.1% 54.6% 51.9% 61.1% 61.2% 43.2% 48.5%

San Juan 57.6% 59.0% 62.3% 64.2% 61.1% 65.1% 53.4% 55.7%

Skagit 68.9% 70.2% 71.7% 70.8% 77.1% 71.9% 63.0% 61.6%

Skamania 55.8% 53.7% 66.2% 56.0% 67.2% 58.3% 62.8% 65.7%

Snohomish 43.3% 44.6% 47.2% 51.0% 64.4% 60.9% 51.2% 52.1%

Spokane 50.6% 69.6% 52.6% 53.1% 61.2% 52.4% 37.8% 39.0%

Stevens 2.9% 19.8% 34.5% 33.5% 25.1% 20.0% 20.1%

Thurston 67.1% 70.1% 69.4% 70.0% 73.0% 74.6% 57.2% 61.7%

Wahkiakum 50.0% - 46.7% 47.8% 50.4% 45.7% 36.4% 30.7%

Walla Walla 53.3% 52.8% 62.4% 59.9% 70.0% 61.7% 56.5% 52.6%

Whatcom 41.6% 50.1% 54.5% 66.1% 77.6% 72.7% 59.3% 62.9%

Whitman - - - - 35.8% 35.5% 31.2% 32.3%

Yakima 18.7% 16.0% 19.5% 19.4% 28.9% 24.2% 23.0% 22.1%

z-Totals 37.7% 39.4% 41.1% 42.6% 56.9% 54.7% 44.6% 48.3%

Primary Election Drop Box Usage
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County 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Adams 45.8% 48.3% 52.1% 63.7% 61.0% 49.4% 49.5% 56.2%

Asotin - - 45.9% 52.8% - 47.6% - 55.4%

Benton 34.0% 42.8% - 44.2% 60.9% 47.2% 45.8% 60.4%

Chelan 56.9% 60.4% - 69.6% 70.0% 57.5% 49.4% 60.5%

Clallam 54.6% 59.2% - 69.6% 69.9% 58.3% 58.9% 67.4%

Clark 20.1% 22.4% 32.5% 40.3% 33.3% 36.2% 26.2% 44.9%

Columbia - 54.8% - 40.2% - 44.9% 47.7% 53.1%

Cowlitz 60.3% : 65.9% 75.1% 74.9% 69.3% 62.4% 54.6% 66.4%

Douglas - 13.7% - 84.5% 53.1% 45.7% 39.7% 54.7%

Ferry _ - - 24.5% 18.9% 26.0% 31.6%

Franklin 33.4% 43.2% 61.0% 59.7% 43.1% 39.2% 58.2%

Garfield - 47.6% 37.3% 65.1% 67.1% 53.6% - 63.1%

Grant 19.2% 18.4% 24.1% 28.8% 20.7% 23.5% 0.2% 44.4%

Grays Harbor 2.6% 13.6% - 26.8% - 16.9% 12.9% 45.2%

Island 26.6% 34.4% 39.2% 53.8% 48.9% 34.7% 0.0% 49.9%

Jefferson 45.1% 36.9% 48.2% 40.6% 48.0% 35.2% 33.2% 40.3%

King 14.9% 15.9% 19.3% 35.6% 47.7% 32.3% 37.4% 50.6%

Kitsap 32.7% 38.2% - : 24.4% 49.9% 44.7% 43.6% 56.6%

Kittitas 2.3% 61.7% - : 67.0% 64.3% 56.2% 50.2% 64.9%

Klickitat - 69.3% : - : 74.2% 78.2% 67.0% 56.6% 63.2%

Lewis 12.8% 20.6% - 43.2% 42.2% 38.5% 27.7% 49.1%

Lincoln 5.3% 24.3% 33.8% 27.8% ; s.4% 19.7% 14.6% 23.6%

Mason 57.9% 59.5% 67.8% 77.3% 44.1% 37.8% 57.2%
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Okanogan 12.6% : 15.4% : - ~ 26.3% 30.3% 14.1% 35.3%

Pacific 2.1% - - 18.8% 33.2% 1.2% 37.9%

Pend Oreille 40.5% i 45.8% - 44.8% ; 43.6% 30.5% 100.0% 39.0%

Pierce 43.9% 48.3% 47.8% 54.9% 54.7% 41.0% 40.4% 57.4%

San Juan 77.3% 57.0% 76.9% 65.8% 72.5% 53.0% 0.1% 55.9%

Skagit 66.3% - 71.9% : 72.4% 57.6% 48.1% , 63.6%

Skamania 55.4% 57.1% 65.6% 50.2% 58.9% - 64.9%

Snohomish 40.6% 42.5% - 53.9% : 57.4% 45.6% 42.4% 55.8%

Spokane ; 45.2% 46.0% - 50.5% 51.9% 35.4% 34.7% 39.4%

Stevens 20.0% - - - ; 26.2% 18.2% 6.2% 24.9%

Thurston 61.9% : 66.3% 72.3% 72.0% 57.8% 52.4% 67.6%

Wahkiakum - 44.0% 49.5% - 25.7% - 34.5%

Walla Walla 46.1% 55.3% 50.8% ■ 62.7% 60.9% 49.5% 40.5% 58.3%

Whatcom 38.7% 46.6% 52.1% 67.4% 66.8% 55.4% 55.5% 65.0%

Whitman 15.0% - - 35.8% 24.4% : 26.1% 32.7%

Yakima 12.9% 15.3% - 20.1% 18.2% 16.9% 16.9% 25.4%

z-Totals 28.8% 35.1% 29.5% 47.1% 51.1% 39.3% 38.7% 52.5%
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Login {https://www.ncsl.org/iogin.aspx7r0turnurh%2fresearch%2felections-and"
campaigns%2fnse-in-use-of-bal!ot-drop-boxes-sparks-partisan-batties-magazine2020.aspx)

Create Account (https://www.ncsl.org/fon_registration.aspx?
returnurl=https%3a%2f%2fwww.ncsl.org%2fresearch%2felections-and-campaigns%2frise-
in-use-of-baliot-drop-boxes-sparks-partisan-battles-magazine2020.aspx) 

i Contact (/aboutus/ncslservice/ncsl-contactaspx) j Help {/aboutus/ncslservice/ncsl-website- 
guide.aspx)

I

Else in Use off Balot Drop Boxes Sparks Partisan Battles

By Elaine S. Powleh, StateSlne | Oct. 23, 2020 | & State Legislatures Magazine (/default.aspx?
tabid=715)
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In the presidential election four years ago, there were fewer free-standing ballot drop box~ ^ey 
were uncontroversial. This year, as officials in many states expand use of the boxes amid. c,
they have become another flashpoint in the controversy over voting access. c==.

Supporters of the expanded use of drop boxes say they make voting easier for people who are afraid 
to vote in person and fear their absentee ballots won't be tallied if they send them through the mail. 
Opponents say they are worried about ballot security, despite little evidence that drop boxes are any 
less secure than other voting methods. It's led to court cases, political back-and-forth and uncertainty 
for local election officials and voters.

Because manyjtates lack specific rules about how many drop boxes are allowed per county, disputes 
over their numbers havespirked lawsuits in Texas, Ohio and Pennsylvania, all key states in the 
presidential election. ~~

In Texas, a federal appeals court this week upheld the Republican governor's order limiting drop 
boxes to one per county, which Democrats see as voter suppression. California Republicans this week 
said they will continue to set up unofficial drop boxes for their supporters to use, despite state 
officials arguing the boxes are illegal.

Growing Politicization
Controversy over drop boxes stems from unease over the huge ramp-up in absejitee voting during 
the pandemic and the unproven idea—fomented mostly by Republicans and President Donald Trump 
—that "if you have drop boxes it would be easier to do nefarious things," said Charles Stewart III, a 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology political science professor who has studied election mechanics 
extensively and found no evidence of drop box misuse.

Democrats have mostly focused on expanding voting access and have called for more drop boxes. 
Republicans have argued there could be security problems.

"It's gotten caught up in this puzzling politicization of balloting," Stewart said in a phone interview.

!j & & It’s gotten caught up in this puzzling politicization of balloting. —Charles Stewart III, 
l Massachusetts Institute of Technology ^ ^

Trump tweeted in August that drop boxes are "a voter security disaster," and suggested they were 
easy to tamper with. However, in another tweet he waded into the California controversy over the 
unofficial boxes, encouraging his supporters to use them. "You mean only Democrats are allowed to 
do this? But haven't Dems been doing this for years? See you in court. Fight hard Republicans!"

Nationwide, most drop boxes look like oversized postal boxes or delivery service collection bins. They 
generally are bolted to the ground and monitored by cameras or located near government buildings 
where they can be watched. The boxes are emptied by election workers regularly—the frequenc ^



depends on how many ballots are pushed into them—but at least daily, and sometimes hr' "'i'M Cr"~\e 
states require election monitors from both major parties to be present during the transfe 
ballots from the box to the election office. .

Security or Access
Stewart rejected the idea that efforts to remove or diminish the number of drop boxes is a naked 
move to tamp down voting by certain constituencies—Democrats in a state run by Republicans, for 
example, as in Texas.

'The difference is whether they feel security or access are the biggest problems," he said, and 
conservatives are more likely to be concerned about security.

Texas Governor Greg Abbott (R) has been accused of trying to stifle Democratic votes by issuing a 
directive limiting ballot drop boxes to one per county. That strikes some Democrats as an effort to 
make voting harder for residents of the state's sprawling metropolises, which tend to vote 
Democratic. Harris County, home to Houston, has a population of more than 4.7 million people and 
covers 1,777 square miles.

"I can't think of any other reason to do this other than voter suppression," said Anthony Gutierrez, 
executive director of Common Cause Texas, which filed suit against the state over the directive.

"It's just purely politics," said Caljillson, political science professor at Southern Methodist University. 
'Texas has a long historic dedication to active voter suppression. Federal courts have generally forced 
them off their traditional voter suppression so now they depend on passive voter suppression ... 
voter requirements, lack of drop boxes in an election that is expected to see surge in absentee 
voting." ~~ —~

But Abbott spokesperson john Wittman, in an emailed statement to Stateline, said that by allowing 
one drop box per county, the governor "has expanded access to voting" by allowing drop boxes at all. 
Prior to the governor acting, voters who got absentee ballots could only mail them back or submit 
them in person on Election Day, under a Texas statute dating from the 1990s.

The drop boxes, Wittman said, expand the time voters can drop off the ballots "to include any time 
leading up to Election Day. That time period did not exist under current law."

Courts Weigh In
A federal appeals court ruled Oct. 12 that the one drop box per county is legal. Opponents were 
expected to appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.

In a similar case in Ohio, a federal appeals court Oct. 9j"efused to allow multiple drop boxes in each 
county, citing an unwillingnessto*change the rules amid an election that is already underway. Ohio 
officials interpreted a 2008 state law regarding absentee voting to mean that a box could'be set up 
near or in the election board's offices to collect ballots.

y\



!The Supreme Court has repeatedly emphasized that lower federal courts should ordinari'-----
election rules on the eve of an election ... Here, the district court went a step further and c 
election rules during an election," the court opinion 
(https://www.opn.ca6.uscourts.gov/opinions.pdf/20a0580n-06.pdf) said.

Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose, a Republican, is following current law with the limitation of one 
box per county, according to a statement emailed to Stateline by his spokesperson Maggie Sheehan.

'This will be the first time in Ohio's history that for a General Election, each county board of elections 
will have a secure receptacle for the return of absentee ballots," she said. "We believe election 
reforms should be made at the statehouse, not the courthouse."

She said LaRose would be willing to work with the legislature on new laws but would not elaborate on 
what LaRose thought those new laws should be.

But in Pennsylvania, a federal judge threw out a lawsuit from the Trump administration seeking to 
limit the use of drop boxes. U.S. District Court Judge J. Nicholas Ranjan, who wrote the opinion 
(https://www.democracydocket.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/45/2020/08/show_temp.pl2_.pdf), was 
reluctant to second-guess the judgment of the state legislature and election officials and said the 
administration had not demonstrated widespread fraud would result.

All three of the court cases involved Republicans seeking to limit drop boxes—a limitation Democrats 
say is meant to tamp down the vote. But in California, Republicans set up unofficial drop boxes of 
their own outside churches and gun shops and other locations, and collected ballots. Those 
immediately became a target of California elections officials who ordered them removed Oct. 12. 
Republicans refused.

"As of right now, we're going to continue our ballot harvesting program," California Republican Party 
spokesperson Hector Barajas told (https://apnews.com/article/los-angeles-fresno-elections-california- 
santa-ana-be803bfe99f5eb35e17a6ee5631 SdebO) California media. State officials issued a cease-and- 
desist order; Republicans expressed a desire to expand the program.

Skepticism, Then Confidence
Drop boxes have been a "major part of the landscape" in states (Colorado, Hawaii, Oregon, Utah and 
WashTnponJthaFhave entirely vote-by-mail elections, MIT's Stewart said. But it took a while for voters 
to get comfortable with them, he said, with initial skepticism giving way to confidence over a period of 
years.

In Colorado, Oregon and Washington, which Stewart called the "big three" of remote voting states, 
more than half of mail ballots were returned either to a drop box or to an election office in the 2016 
presidential election, according to an MIT study (https://electionlab.mit.edu/research7projects/survey- 

performance-american-elections). The study found that 73% of voters hand returned ballots in 
Colorado, 59% in Oregon and 65% in Washington.
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Before 2020, eight states (/research/elections-and-campaigns/vopp-tabie-9-ballot-drop-bc'' 
defmitions-design-features-Iocation-and-number.aspx)—Arizona, California, Colorado, Ha 
Montana, New Mexico, Oregon and Washington—had explicit laws about drop boxes. In p 
however, the boxes are allowed in 40 states, though they were rarely used until this year's explosion 
of absentee ballots. Just 10 states will not offer drop boxes at all.

| ^ ^ A lot of voters want a safe, secure and viable way to vote without interacting with
\ other voters. —Axel Huffbrd, Stanford ^ ^

Axel Hufford, a Stanford law student who authored a white paper on drop box use in the 2020 
elections for healthyelections.org, a joint project between Stanford and MIT, said the use of drop 
boxes is expected to be the highest in history this year and said claims of voter fraud surrounding the 
receptacles do not app~ear tcrBeTisedTh historicaI experience.

"[ don't see why drop boxes should be any more controversial than vote-by-mail generally," he said in 
a phone interview. "A lot of vofersTMrlfF^TeTsecurelind viable way to vote without interacting with 
other voters."

Angst for Some First-Timers
But there is angst among voters using some boxes for the first time.

Renee Connell, a 51-year-old substitute school librarian from Spotsylvania County, Va., dropped her 
absentee ballot into a box at an auxiliary election office in a partially occupied strip mall just down the 
street from a county building.

'There was a fold-out table, with a metal box, about the size of a cereal box, which kind of threw me," 
she said in a phone interview. "Because it was so little, I couldn't get it [the ballot] all the way in."

Spotsylvania County's director of elections, Kellie Acors, said in a phone interview that the small boxes 
are under video surveillance and emptied by officials twice a day. The ballots are "put into another 
secure container so we can scan them and put them in [the system]." She said voters also can hand 

deliver ballots on Election Day.

Connell said she was anxious about leaving her ballot in the small box, so much so that she used the 
tracking number on her ballot to check the Virginia Department of Elections website to make sure it 
had gotten there. "I checked and indeed, our ballots have been received," she said in a follow-up text. 
"Phew!"

Elaine S. Povich covers consumer affairs for Stateline, which first published this story Oct. 2,2020. Stateline 

is an initiative of The Pew Charitable Trusts. Used with permission.
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■ State Elections 2020 (/defaultaspx?tabid=35321)

* Absentee and Mail Voting Policies in Effect for the 2020 Election (/defaultaspx?tabid=3‘

■ Ballot Drop Box Definitions, Design Features, Location and Number (/defau!taspx?tabiu-oww;

redistricting-seminar-jan-6-8-2021.aspx)
(https://www.ncsl.org/research/redistricting/ncsl-virtual-redistricting-seminar-jan-6-8-2021.aspx) 
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Location and Number
8/18/2020

This resource is intended to reflect permanent state Haw. Many states have made changes to election 
policies that will only be in effect for the 2020 election. Please see Absentee and Mail Voting Policies in 
Effect for the 2020 Election (/research/eiections-and-campaigns/absentee-and-mail-voting-policies-in- 
effect-for-the-2020-election.aspx) for more information.

Our organization does not run elections and cannot provide legal advice. If you are a voter lookingfor assistance, please 
contactyour local election official. You can find your local election official's website and contact information by using 
this database from the US Vote Foundation. (https://wwwMsvotefoundation.org/vote/eoddomestic.htm)

This table is part ofNCSL's Voting Outside the Polling Place report (/research/elections-and-campaigns/absentee-and- 
early-voting. aspx).

A ballot drop box provides a location where voters can drop off absentee/mail ballots in sealed and signed 
envelopes. The drop boxes may be supervised or unsupervised with security features such as cameras. Many 
states that permit or require ballot drop bbxeTsefmimmum requirements for where they must be located, how 
many a county must have, hours they must be available and security standards.

The table below summarizes the drop box definition, design features, number and location as required by states 
that regulate ballot drop boxes. California's laws are by far the most extensive, and each state may not have 
statutory or regulatory guidance in each of the categories.

Note: In addition to the states listed in this table, NCSL is aware of a number of states and localities allowing drop 
boxes to be used for the November 2020 election.

Drop Box
Drop Box 
Design Number and

State Definition Features Location

Arizona
ARS §§ 16-548,16-550,16-579 and 16-584

N/A Does not need 
to be separate 
from an
Election Day 
ballot box.
Must be 
"secure."

Election 
officials 
determine the 
location; no 
information on 
number.

This website uses cookies to analyze traffic and for other purposes. You consent to the use of cookies if you use
this website. Continue Our online privacy policy

https://wwwMsvotefoundation.org/vote/eoddomestic.htm


California
West's Ann. Cai. Elec. Code §§ 3025, 20132,20133, 20134, 
20135,20136 and 20137

California provides extensive directions for a ballot drop box’s 
design and location; view the cited statutes for more details.

State
Drop Box 
Definition

"A secure 
receptacle 
established 
by a county 
or city and 
county 
elections 
official 
whereby a 
voted vote 
by mail 
ballot may 
be returned 
to the 
elections 
official from 
whom it was 
obtained."

Drop Box
Design
Features

May be staffed 
or unstaffed. 
Must be 
labeled 
"Official Ballot 
Drop Box" and 
include 
language 
about 
tampering, 
voter hotlines, 
postage and 
other
information. 
Must be 
constructed to 
withstand 
vandalism, 
with a clearly 
identified 
ballot
insertion slot 
and a unique 
identifying 
number. At 
least one drop 
box at a 
location must 
meet
accessibility
requirements.

If feasible, 
drop boxes 
should be 
monitored by 
a video 
surveillance 
system

Number and 
Location

County 
election 
officials 
determine the 
location and 
must consider 
population, 
geographic 
areas, voter 
convenience, 
proximity to 
public
transportation,
community-
based
locations,
security, and
available
funding.
County
election
officials
determine the
number.

County 
election 
officials must 
inform the 
secretary of 
state of the 
drop box 
locations at 
least 30 days 
prior to the 
election.

This website uses cookies to analyze traffic and for other purposes. You consent to the use of cookies if you use

this website. Continue Our online privacy policy



State

Drop Box
Drop Box Design
Definition Features

Number and 
Location

Colorado
C.R.SA § 1-7.5-107, 8 CCR 1505-1:7

Hawaii
H.R.S. §11-1, §11-B,§ 11-1

N/A

'"Place of 
deposit' 
means a site 
within the 
county of 
the voter's 
registration 
address 
designated 
pursuant to 
section 11-1 
for the 
purpose of 
receiving 
return
identification 
envelopes in 
an election 
conducted 
by mail."

Must be 
adequately lit 
and
monitored by 
either an 
election 
official or 
video security 
surveillance 
system.
Ballots must 
be collected in 
a locked 
container, and 
the drop 
boxes must 
contain 
signage about 
ballot
collection and 
electioneering.

Must be
"securely
maintained."

County 
election 
officials must 
locate the 
drop boxes "in 
a manner that 
provides the 
greatest 
convenience to 
electors." At 
least one drop 
box for every 
30,000 
registered 
voters In the 
county.

County
election
officials
determine
number and
location.

This website uses cookies to analyze traffic and for other purposes. You consent to the use of cookies if you use
this website. Continue Our online privacy policy



Drop Box
Drop Box Design Number and

State Definition Features Location

Montana N/A Must be Ballots may be
13-19-307 staffed by at returned at

least two the election
election administrator's
officials. office and one 

or more other
designated
locations.

New Mexico N/A Must be a County
N. M. S. A. 1978, §1-6-9 "secured election

container" and officials
monitored by determine the
video location and
surveillance must be
cameras. posted at least
Must include 90 days before
signage about a statewide
ballot election or 42
collection and days before a
electioneering. special 

election. No
information on 
number.

This website uses cookies to analyze traffic and for other purposes. You consent to the use of cookies if you use
this website. Continue Our online privacy policy



State

Oregon
O.R.S. § 254.470 and Vote by Mail Procedures Manual 
(https://sos.oregon.gov/elections/Documents/vbm_manual.pdf)

Drop Box
Drop Box Design Number and
Definition Features Location

N/A Must have There must be
official one dropsite
signage, be at the county
locked or elections
sealed, office, at least
tamper-proof two dropsites
and staffed. per county, at 

least one
dropsite for 
every 30,000 
active 
registered 
voters and a 
dropsite within 
at least four 
miles of each 
public
university or
community
college.
County 
election 
officials must 
consider 
population, 
geographic 
areas, security 
and available 
funding when 
determining a 
dropsite 
location other 
than the 
county
elections office 
or the County
r“* ,tm i <"\ i ? r- r\

This website uses cookies to analyze traffic and for other purposes. You consent to the use of cookies if you use
this website. Continue Our online privacy policy

https://sos.oregon.gov/elections/Documents/vbm_manual.pdf


State
Drop Box

Drop Box 
Design Number and

Definition Features Location

Washington
West's RCWA 29A.40.160,29A.40.0001

N/A Must be 
designed to 
prevent 
overflow.

Drop boxes 
must be 
located at each 
voting center
and at least 
one other 
location. There 
must be at 
least one drop 
box per 15,000 
registered 
voters in the 
county and at 
least one drop 
box in each 
city, town and 
place with a 
post office. 
There must be 
at least one 
ballot drop 
box on an 
Indian
reservation at 
a site selected 
by the tribe 
and accessible 
by a public 
road.

This website uses cookies to analyze traffic and for other purposes. You consent to the use of cookies if you use
this website. Continue Our online privacy policy
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF SECRETARIES OF STATE

NEWS

Far Immediate Release ~ Oct. 30,2020 — Washington, D.C. — As we approach the
Tuesday, November 3, 2020 genera! election, the members of the National 
Association of Secretaries of State (NASS) and the National Association of State 
Election Directors (NASED) come together to express their confidence in our 
nation's elections systems, processes, safety and security.

State election officials have been working diligently to bolster cybersecurity, 
strengthen existing infrastructure, address election misinformation and 
disinformation, as well as provide administrative and technical support for local

EXHIBITS



election officials. Additionally, throughout 2020 they have prepared for safe voting 
procedures during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic by increasing voting by mail, 
recruiting additional election workers an<fi obtaining persona! protective equipment 
for them, providing hand sanitizer to voters location layouts for in-person voting 
and much more.

"The eyes of the American public and the world are on election officials as we 
administer free and fair elections during this unprecedented time. Rest assured, we 
are ready. We have coordinated with all levels of government and are in constant 
communication to ensure a smooth election," said Maggie Toulouse Oliver, NASS 
President and New Mexico Secretary of State. "We want voters to have confidence 
in the process, go vote if they have not already voted by mail or early in-person, and 
have patience as election officials tally, canvass and certify election results."

"Voters and members of the media should be djligent in the face of election 
misinformation. Think critically about the source of information before repeating or 
retweeting it. The focus on election night is who won and whoJost, but those calls 
are made by thejnedia. Election officials spend the days and weeks after the 
election counting every eligible ballot, including provisional ballots, mail ballots, and 
ballots cast by military and overseas voters. For accurate information, rely on your 
state and local election officials," said Lori Augino, NASED President and Director of 
Elections for the Washington Secretary of State.

Voters need to understand election night results are always unofficial. In the days 
and weeks to come, election officials will count every eligible ballot. Official results 
take time and must be canvassed and certified according to state law. This is 
standard for every election.

Although many preparations have been made, unexpected things occur in every 
election including: voting locations opening late, election workers cancelling at the 
last minute, power outages, voting equipment malfunctions and lines at some 
voting locations, it is important to note, these are not indicative of malicious



activity and election officials have contingency plans in place for these and a 
variety of other scenarios. Please be patient, contact your election official with any 
questions or concerns and follow verified election official social media accounts.

You can find information on voter registration, absentee/early voting, where to vote, 
and more on cansvote.org a nonpartisan website created by state election officials. 
Also, learn about NASS's #Trustedlnfo2Q2Q effort to highlight election officials as 
trusted sources of election information and view these helpful Election 2020 
Frequently Asked Questions.

# # #

Media Contact:
Will Dinneen, Acting Press Secretary
wdlnneen@sso.org I 202-624-3525 ! www.nass.org

mailto:wdlnneen@sso.or
http://www.nass.or
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For Immediate Release - Nov. 4, 2020 - WASHINGTON, D„£T ~ Post-Eiection Day 
joint statement from the National Association of Secretaries of State (NASS) and 
the National Association of State Election Directors (NASED):

"We would first like to thank local election officials, the millions of voters and the
thousands of election workers for their participation throughout the 2020 general 
election. Our nation’s democracy functions best when its citizens come together to 
support free and fair elections.

EXHIBIT 6



Over the course of the eiection, more than 100 million ballots were safely and se
curely cast, both in-person and by mail. Election offices nationwide are now dili
gently counting every eligible ballot cast. While the media has already called many 
races, it is important to remember these results are unofficial and numbers will 
continue to change until they have been reviewed and certified by election officials. 
Please know, this is standard for each election.

If you have questions about post-election processes, always turn to your state and 
local election officials as the trusted sources of accurate information. By doing so, 
you can avoid falling victim to misinformation from unverified sources. You can 
find links to state election offices on NASS's nonpartisan website canivote.ora"

# # #

NASS Media Contact:
Maria Benson, Director of Communications
riibensoii@sgo.Qrg | 202-624-3528 1 www.rsass.org

NASED Media Contact:
Amy Cohen, Executive Director
acci8ieri@iiased.cirq 1 240-801-6029 1

mailto:riibensoii@sgo.Qr
http://www.rsass.or
mailto:acci8ieri@iiased.cir
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF SECRETARIES OF STATE

-MlIC1 
, 11

For Immediate Release — Nov. 12,2020 — Washington, B.C. — The members of
Election Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council (GCC) Executive

EXHIBIT 7



Committee - Cybersecurity and infrastructure SecurityAgency (CISA) Assistant 
Director Bob Koiasky, U.S. Election Assistance Commission Chair Benjamin 
Hovland, National Association of Secretaries of State (NASS) President Maggie 
Toulouse Oliver, National Association of State Election Directors (NASED) President 
Lori Augino, and Escambia County (Florida) Supervisor of Elections David Stafford 
~ and the members of the Election Infrastructure Sector Coordinating Council 
(SCC) - Chair Brian Hancock (Unisyn Voting Solutions), Vice Chair Sam Derheimer 
(Hart InterCivic), Chris Wlaschin (Election Systems & Software), Ericka Haas 
(Electronic Registration Information Center), and Maria Bianchi (Democracy Works)
■■ released the following statement:

"The November 3rd election was the most secure in American history. Right now, 
across the country, election officials are reviewing and double checking the entire 
election process prior to finalizing the result.

When states have close elections, many will recount ballots. All of the states with 
close results in the 2020 presidential race have paper records of each vote, 
allowing the ability to go back and count each ballot if necessary. This is an added 
benefit for security and resilience. This process allows for the identification and 
correction of any mistakes or errors. There is no evidence that any voting system 
deleted or lost votes, changed votes, or was in any way compromised.

Other security measures like pre-election testing, state certification of voting equip
ment, and the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) certification of voting 
equipment help to build additional confidence in the voting systems used in 2020.

While we know there are many unfounded claims and opportunities for rnisinfor- 
jnation about the process of our elections, we can assure you we have the utmost 
confidence in the security and integrity of our elections, and you should too. When 
you have questions, turn to elections officials as trusted voices as they administer
elections."

# # #



NASS Media Contact:
Maria Benson, Director of Communications 

mbenson@sso.org | 202-624-3528 | www.nass.org

mailto:mbenson@sso.or
http://www.nass.or
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Joint Statement from Elections Infrastructure Government 
Coordinating Council Executive Committee

OCTOBER 22, 2020 • 2020 1/N6W5/TAe/2020t. PROTBCT2020 (/NEWSVTft6/-PBQTB.CT203.0), TRUSTEP)MrO2020_t/N6W5/TAG/TRUSTEDJMP.Q2P20)

Joint Statement from Elections Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council Executive Committee

For Immediate Release 
October 22, 2020

WASHINGTON, DC - The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency Assistant Director Bob Kolasky, U.S. 
Election Assistance Commission Chair Ben Hovland, National Association of Secretaries of State President and New 
Mexico Secretary of State Maggie Toulouse Oliver, National Association of State Election Directors President and 
Washington Director of Elections Lori Augino, and Escambia County Supervisor of Elections David Stafford—all 
members of the Government Coordinating Council Executive Committee—issued the following statement:

“Last night’s announcement by Director of National Intelligence and the Federal Bureau of Investigation should 
serve as an important reminder that we must remain steadfast in our efforts to secure America’s elections. Since 
20x6, federal, state, and local partners have worked to prepare for the November 3, 2020 General Election. While this 
year has thrown unprecedented obstacles in our way, the entire election community stands ready for the task ahead 
and united in our goal to protect our democracy from interference.

Americans, however, must remain diligent: rely on trusted sources - your state and local election officials - for 
information about the upcoming election. Only share information from those trusted sources. Encourage others to 
look to those sources for information about the election. Election officials have invested time and money in securing 
election systems and equipment, but the last line of defense is the trust of the American people.

We are committed to making sure that American voters determine the outcome of the election. Be prepared for 
attempts to confuse or misinform; be prepared before casting your ballot; and be prepared for foreign efforts aimed 
at sowing division and undermining the legitimacy of the election. An informed public is the best defense we have to 
#Protect2020.”

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of 
STATE ELECTION DIRECTORS

###

NASED Media Contact:
Amy Cohen, Executive Director

EXHIBITS
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ABOUT NASED
NASED is a nonpartisan professional association for state election directors in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, 
and the five US territories. In each of their states, election directors are responsible for implementing election laws 
and policies, maintaining the voter registration databases, working with local election officials to ensure a successful 
voting experience for all voters, and more. NASED facilitates the distribution of election administration best 
practices and information across the states and territories.

f IHnP&//'A^,FACEBOOK.COM/SHAi;B/SHARER.mP?U=HnPS%3A%2e^2m^nASE.Q.,glta2HaEV\iSa2EIQMaAI6M6fclItQ2.22.Q).
iff iHnPS://WITTEBCOM/INTENT/WEn?URt°HnPS%3A%2re2WWW.NASeD.OI!G%SfMavSa2fJOINTSrATEMeNTlQ222PMEn^&Sl^TO_lsmtPC±%mao%S3tTHEiQ:BE^rc,URIKtAISDt)lSfMa
^(HnPS://WVW.WNTEReSr.COM/PIN/CREATE/LINK/?DESCRiroON°WASHlNGTON%iCtDC+%E2%80%93U.HetCY.Bilj5ECURITYMNDtiNFRA5TRMCT.UI!a-5rSI|!im.,,&tfEI)!AsHmMi!i!ASK,5QUAIiEjK

<
PREVIOUS

NASED and NASS 2020 Election Preparations and Reminders

NEXT

NASED Marks 29 Days Before the November 3rd General Election >

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of 
S T AT E E L B C f 10 N DIK E C T 0 R S

.(Ztaas).

home ]/home), j .abjiuJJZabjmtLOased). | ^hP.,W.O-te. 
(/members) | conferences.(/-confemnci!_s). | usmllmsm). I

contact (/contact).
A a

NASED is a nonpartisan 501 (c)(3) professional organization 
that disseminates election administration best practices and 

information across the states.

240-801-6029 | info@nased.org 
1200 G Street NW, Suite 800 

Washington, DC 20005

mailto:info@nased.org
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Election Officials are your trusted sources for election information

v"- i/j

:NASS has launched #Trustedlnfo202G~an education effort to promote election
officials as the trusted sources of election information. By driving voters directly to 
election officials' websites and social media pages, we will ensure voters are 
getting accurate election information and cut down on the misinformation and 
disinformation that can surround elections.' #Trustedlnfo2020 aims to highlight 
state and local election officials as the credible, verified sources for election 
information.

The nation's Secretaries of State, 40 of whom serve as their state's chief election 
official, along with other state and local election officials are continuously working 
to inform Americans about the elections process, including voter registration, state 
election laws, voting and much more.

EXHIBIT 9



Trusted Info 2020

Find your election official by visiting canivote.org. a nonpartisan website created by 
state eiection officials.

National level #Trusted!nfo2Q20 supporting partners are asked to support the 
education effort by amplifying the message on their social media pages, websites 
and other communications channels. We are proud to have the support of these 
organizations:

i • Alliance for Securing Democracy
® American Association of Political Consultants
• Bipartisan Policy Center

» Brennan Center for Justice 
; ® Campaign Legal Center

® Center for Democracy & Technology
• Center for Election innovation & Research
® Center for Technology and Civic Life
• Council of State Archivists

: ® Council of State Government
• Defending Digital Democracy Project



® Democracy Fund
® Democracy International
® Election Center
® Electronic Registration Information Center

Federal Voting Assistance Program 
Google
iCivics
International Association of Government Officials
Kids Voting USA 
LeadingAoe
MIT Election Data and Science Lab
NALEO Educational Fund
National Association of Attorneys General
National Association of Counties
National Association of State Election Directors
National Conference of State Legislatures 
National Governors Association
Monprofit .VOTE
PEN America
The Garter Center
The MITRE Corporation
The National Vote at Home Institute
Twitter
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
U.S- Election Assistance Commission
U.S. Vote Foundation
Verified Voting 
Women in Government 

® YfViCA Youth in Government

Promotional materials and other in-kind donations to support #Trustedlnfo2020 
messaging were provided by: BaflotTrax. Civix. CyberDefenses. Dominion Voting



Systems. Election Systems & Software. Hart InterCivic. Notarize and Runbeck 

ElectlonSeryices.

Follow NASS on Twitter to see real-time #Trustedinfo2Q20 updates from the 
association and our members. The #Trustedinfo2020 effort will run from November 

:12,2019 through December 31,2020.

■For questions about the effort please email nass@ssQ.Qrg.

mailto:nass@ssQ.Qr
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Disinformation and Elections: How Election Officials Can Respond
Through the #Protect2020 campaign, the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (C1SA) works together 
with national partners to identity, respond to, and mitigate the spread of disinformation (false or misleading 
information) that may impact the nation’s elections. Reducing the circulation of disinformation requires 
engagement of ail citizens who are part of the elections process, including you.
Election officials play a critical role in countering the proliferation of disinformation about the administration of the 
2020 elections. Disruption of public trust is and will continue to be a threat to the election process. The changing 
election landscape, paired with the COVID-19 pandemic, enhances opportunities for the spread of inaccurate 
process information, unsubstantiated rumors, incomplete or false results, and more, it is imperative that state and 
loca! election officials are prepared with the tools to actively communicate timely, trusted, and verified election 
process details and developments to their constituents to neutralize the potential impacts of such disinformation.

Election Officials are the Trusted Source
By working to build the nation's resilience to election disinformation, we can mitigate its impact on the public's 
confidence in the 2020 election. Election officials can help citizens avoid contributing to the spread of 
disinformation by presenting themselves as the preferred source for election information and instiiling a spirit of 
control, empowerment, and personal responsibility within the electorate. 
a Promote election officials as the trusted source of information 
3 Drive voters directly to election officials’ websites 
0 Ensure voters are getting accurate election information
3 Openiy communicate plans, procedures, and processes #THUSTSP1^F©2®20
s Do not amplify and spread disinformation
a The 2020 election may look and feel different—

Encourage voters to be prepared, participate, and be patient ------------- -

Public Messaging: Disinformation Stops with You
Election officials can use the strategic messaging below to inform public communications and increase public 
access, participation, and trust in our election process.
■ Rely on trusted sources. For election information and polling place health and safety, rely on official election 

websites and verified social media accounts.
0 Be a prepared, participating, and patient voter. The 2020 election will look different from those in the 

past. Have a plan for casting your vote; understand your options, be it voting by mail, in-person early, or on 
Election Day. Get involved as a po!(worker to support the democratic process. Recognize that official 
results will take longer than in past elections in some states.

B Think before you link. Check your sources before sharing content on social media or through email.
B Be careful what you post Be mindful of what you are sharing or posting online—make sure you are not 

sharing content broadly that you mean only for close family and friends.
a Be wary of manipulative content Watch out for emotionally manipulative content designed to make us 

angry or sad. Take care when viewing or sharing content that uses sensational terms intended to cause 
mistrust and division. EXHIBIT II

The Cyberseourtty and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) produced this toolkit to highlight tactics used by foreign government-backed 
disinformation campaigns that seek to disrupt American life and the infrastructure that underlies it. CISA’s publication of information materials 

about this issue are intended for public awareness, are non-binding, and do not restrict, diminish, or demean any person's right to hold and 
express any opinion or belief, including opinions or beliefs that align with those of a foreign government, are expressed by a foreign government- 

backed campaign, or dissent from the majority. CISA celebrates the First Amendment rights of all U.S. persons without restriction.



What are the different types of
false information?
® Misinformation: Information 

that is false, but not created or 
shared with the intention of 
causing harm.

® Maiinformation: information 
that is based on fact, but used 
out of context to mislead, 
harm, or manipulate a person, 
organization, or country.

® Disinformation: False
information that is deliberately 
created to mislead, harm, or 
manipulate a person, social 
group, organization, or country.

Who are the primary malign 
actors associated witSi the 
spreading of election-related 
disinformation?
Russian, Chinese, and Iranian 
state-sponsored elements, as wei! 
as domestic extremist groups.

What are these malign actors
trying to accomplish by 
spreading disinformation?
Their goal is creating chaos, 
confusion, and division. They also 
want to degrade confidence in U.S. 
institutions and democratic 
processes, which in turn 
undermines our ability to effectively 
carry out an election.

Who else is spreading 
disinformation?
Scammers, cyber criminals, and 
con artists are also taking 
advantage of a lack of 
understanding of new processes 
and fears surrounding the 
election and the voting process.

How is false information

What can you do to stop the 
spread of disinformation? We all 
play a role in stopping the spread. 
of disinformation.

© Rely on trusted sources such as 
the state and local election 
authority websites and verified 
social media. For updates on 
health and safety, rely on state 
and locai health officials.

a Be a prepared, participating, 
and patient voter who gets 
involved, and is knowledgeable 
of current plans and processes, 
and how to cast your vote.

* Think twice before sharing 
content online.

s Be careful about posting personal 
information. Your identity, photos, 
or other information could be used 
to propagate disinformation.

® Be on the lookout for content that 
seems manipulative or overly 
emotional. Be especially careful of 
content that attempts to make 
people angry or create division.

spread?
All kinds of false information are 
spread through a variety of 
mediums, including mainstream 
media, social media, word of 
mouth, online forums, texts, and 
emails. Some of the most 
damaging disinformation spreads 
rapidly via shared posts when 
people may be unaware of the 
true source of a link or email.

The Cybersecurily and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) produced this toolkit to highlight tactics used 
by foreign government-backed disinformation campaigns that seek to disrupt American life and the 
infrastructure that underlies it CISA’s publication of information materials about this issue are intended 
for public awareness, are non-binding, and do not restrict, diminish, or demean any person's right to hold 
and express any opinion or belief, including opinions or beliefs that align with those of a foreign 
government, are expressed by a foreign government-backed campaign, or dissent from the majority. CiSA 
celebrates the First Amendment rights of all U.S. persons without restriction.

/
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An official website of the United States government Here's how you know
EMAIL US COiviMCI' " aiTC'H'Irtr

Election security is a top priority for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the 
Cybersecurity and infrastructure Security Agency (CISA). As the lead federal agency responsible for 
securing the Nation’s elections infrastructure, CiSA works closely with the intelligence community, 
law enforcement officials, private sector partners, and others across the Federal Government to 
ensure we are doing everything possible to defend our electoral systems. But this needs to be a 
whole of nation effort. State and local election officials are on the front lines, and the role of the 
Federal Government is to snake sure that they are prepared.

® Return to #Protect2020

Taxonomy Topics: Cybersecurity, Infrastructure Security 

Attachment

B #Protect2020 Strategic Plan 12.51 MB
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#PROTECT2020

#PROTECT2020 is a national call to action initiated by C1SA, the lead federal agency responsible for 
national election security, to enhance the integrity and resilience of the Nation's election 
infrastructure, and ensure the confidentiality, truthfulness, and accuracy of the free and fair 
elections necessary for our American way of life. This page is designed to be a starting point for 
resources on election security for the public as well as election officials at all levels. Read the 
#Protect2020 Strategic Plan.

Announcements
October 23: Today, CiSA released Real Fake—a graphic novel that communicates the dangers and 
risks associated with dis- and misinformation campaigns. The plot shows how threat actors 
capitalize on political and social issues (especially around election cycles) to plant doubt in the 

minds of targeted audiences and steer their opinion.

a Download/share the Real Fake graphic novel and transcript. EXHIBIT 12

October 20: CISA launched the #Protect2O20 Rumor vs. Reality. This web page addresses some 
common election-related rumors, provides factual information, and lists the resources to support

these facts. ■BMllaigi



• Visit the #Protect2020 Rumor vs. Reality j ii.p is-
October 19: CISA released the Physical Security of Voting Locations and Election Facilities which is a 
general guide with resources and four actionable steps—to Connect, Plan, Train, and Report—that 
election officials should consider to improve the physical security posture and enhance resilience of 
election operations in theirjurisdiction.

• Download and share the Physical Security of Voting Locations and Election Facilities

October 14: CISA published the Assisting Sick, Exposed, Symptomatic, and Quarantined Voters 
guidance which provides measures for election officials to consider to mitigate the spread of COV1D- 
19 during the November elections. This document is part of a series produced by the Election 
Infrastructure Subsector’s GCC and SCC Joint COVID-19 Working Group.

• Download and share the Assisting Sick, Exposed, Symptomatic, and Quarantined Voters.

Election Security
Security Resource
Services Library

Join the Elections 
Infrastructure Information 

Sharing and Analysis Center 
(EI-ISAC)

frSM

V54/'

Find Your ^
State or CISA's Countering 

Local Foreign Influence 
Election Task Force (CFITF) 

Office

Expand All Sections

Why Do We Need #PROTECT2020?
The American electoral process has historically been targeted by foreign adversaries. As such, 
securing election infrastructure and ensuring an election free from foreign influence are national 
security priorities. Threats to election systems are constantly evolving, so defending these systems 
requires constant vigilance, innovation, and adaptation. CISA defines foreign influence as malign 
actions taken by foreign governments to spread disinformation designed to manipulate the public, 
sow discord and ill will, discredit the electoral process, disrupt markets, and undermine the interests 
of the American people.

#Protect2020 outreach enables CISA to build on the trust, expertise, and relationships developed 
through our election security work to broaden our state and local cybersecurity risk management 
efforts. CISA works with state and local election officials, who are responsible for the operation and 
administration of more than 8,000 election jurisdictions across the country, to identify and plan for



potential vulnerabilities to election infrastructure ahead of and during the 2020 electic 
addition to engaging election officials, CISA’s #PROTECT2020 efforts include engaging poTitical- 
campaigns, political parties, and political committees at the national level.

To learn more, read the #Protect2020 Strategic Plan.

#Protect2020 Resources

Understanding Foreign Influence 

Enhancing Election infrastructure Resiliency 

Election Security GCC and SCC Resources
The below COVID-19 resources were developed by the Election Infrastructure Subsector’s 
Government Coordinating Council (GCC) and Sector Coordinating Council (SCC) Joint COVID-19 
Working Group to provide voluntary tools for State and local election officials to assess risk, secure 
their systems, and respond to any cyber-related incidents involving their elections systems.

® Ballot Drop Box: Deploying ballot drop boxes in support of increased mail voting, including 
considerations like security, chain of custody, and estimating the number of boxes needed.

• Election Education and Outreach for increased Absentee or Mail Voting: Strategies for outreach to 
legislators/policy makers, parties, campaigns, advocacy groups, voters, and others to educate them on 
absentee voting and vote by mail.

« Electronic Ballot Delivery and Marking: Helpingjurisdictions determine whether expanded electronic 
ballot delivery and marking options is appropriate for them.

• Helping Voters to Request a Mail-in Ballot: Public messaging and outreach to apprise voters of the 
application process for requesting mail-in ballots.

® importance of Accurate Voter Data When Expanding Absentee or Mail Ballot Voting: Risks associated 
with inaccurate voter records and considerations for securing voter registration data.

• Inbound Ballot Process: Receipt and processing of increased volume of inbound mail ballots.
® Managing an Increase in Outbound Ballots: FAQs and recommendations for working with vendors, the 

U.S. Postal Service, and others for handling increased volume of outgoing mail ballots.
• Signature Verification and Cure Process: Processes for verifying signatures and giving voters the 

opportunity to remedy rejected mail ballots.
« Vote By Mail / Absentee Voting Timeline - Excel and PDF: Lays out estimated lead times required for 

states to consider when implementing processes to support significant increases in mail-in voting.

In-Person Voting Materials
® Assisting Sick, Exposed, Symptomatic, and Quarantined Voters: Guidance with measures for election 

officials to consider to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 voting during the November elections.
® Considerations for Modifying the Scale of In-Person Voting: Guidance to election administrators 

conducting in-person voting on a different scale, and considerations for combining precincts and 
alternative vote centers. ~



• Finding Voting Locations and Poll Workers: Outlines challenges election officials may fa< 
polling places and poll workers and considerations for increased physical and cybersecurity nsKs 

associated with in-person voting.
• Health and Safety at the Polling Place: Guidance to election administrators regarding personal 

protective equipment (PPE), cleaning and disinfecting, establishing procedures, and considerations for 
modifying poll working training.

a Innovative Practices and New Solutions Guide: Provides ideas and solutions to election officials on 
how to administer and secure election infrastructure.

® Safeguarding Staff and Work Environment from CQVID-19: Outlines new safety measures, (i.e., isolating 
staff and regular disinfecting protocols), providing PPE, exposed employees, and cybersecurity 
considerations regarding remote work.

For questions or more information, please email us at EISSA@cisa.dhs.gov.

mailto:EISSA@cisa.dhs.gov
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Mis- and Disinformation can undermine public confidence in the electoral process, as well as in our democracy.

A message from the CiSA Director.

CiSA Director Chris Krebs Addresses American Voters

L___ ___-

This video is also available directly on YouTube.

This webpage is for people with questions about the security of their vote and preemptively debunks potential 
areas for disinformation. You can learn more about mis- and disinformation from CISA’s Countering Foreign 
influence Task Force. Click an icon below to go directly to that section.

G
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v,: ■' Reality: Robust safeguards including canvassing and auditing proce __
ensure the accuracy of official election results.

'' Rumor: A bad actor could change election results without detection.
Get the Facts: The systems and processes used by election officials to tabulate votes and certify official results 
are protected by various safeguards that help ensure the accuracy of election results. These safeguards include 
measures that help ensure tabulation systems function as intended, protect against malicious software, and 
enable the identification and correction of any irregularities.

Every state has voting system safeguards to ensure each ballot cast in the election can be correctly counted. 
State procedures often include testing and certification of voting systems, required auditable logs, and software 
checks, such as logic and accuracy tests, to ensure ballots are properly counted before election results are 
made official. With these security measures, election officials can check to determine that devices are running 
the certified software and functioning properly.

Every state also has laws and processes to verify vote tallies before results are officially certified. State 
processes include robust chain-of-custody procedures, auditable logs, and canvass processes. The vast 
majority of votes cast in this election will be cast on paper ballots or using machines that produce a paper audit 
trail, which allow for tabulation audits to be conducted from the paper record in the event any issues emerge 
with the voting system software, audit logs, or tabulation. These canvass and certification procedures are also 
generally conducted in the public eye, as political party representatives and other observers are typically 
allowed to be present, to add an additional layer ofverification. This means voting system software is not a 
single point of failure and such systems are subject to multiple audits to ensure accuracy and reliability. For 
example, some counties conduct multiple audits, including a post-election logic and accuracy test of the voting 
system, and a bipartisan hand count of paper ballots.

Useful Sources

® Election Results Reporting Risks and Mitigations, CISA 
® Election Infrastructure Cyber Risk Assessment, CISA 
® Mail-in Voting Integrity Safeguards, CISA 
« Mail-in Voting Processing Factors Map, CISA 
® Post-Election Process Mapping Infographic, CISA 
e Your local or state election officials. EAC state-by-state directory 
® Post-election audits, NCSL 
® Policies for Election Observers, IMSCL 
9 Tabulation Security, Maricopa County AZ
• Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.gOv/rumorcontrol#rumorl7

POST-ELECTION
~ Reality: Voter registration list maintenance and other election integrity 

measures protect against voting Illegally on behalf of deceased individuals.

https.7/www.cisa.gov/rumorcontrol#pre 2/14
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' \ Rumor: Votes are being cast on behalf of dead people and these vot __
being counted.
Get the Facts: State and Federal laws prohibit voter impersonation, including casting a ballot on behalf of a 
deceased individual. Election officials regularly remove deceased individuals from voter registration rolls based 
on death records shared by state vital statistics agencies and the Social Security Administration. While there 
can be some lag time between a person’s death and their removal from the voter registration list, which can 
lead to some mail-in ballots being delivered to addresses of deceased individuals, death records provide a 
strong audit trail to identify any illegal attempts to cast ballots on behalf of deceased individuals. Additional 
election integrity safeguards, including signature matching and information checks, further protect against 
voter impersonation and voting by ineligible persons.

In some instances, living persons may return mail-in ballots or vote early in-person, and then die before 
Election Day. Some states permit such voters’ ballots to be counted, while others disallow such ballots and 
follow procedures to identify and reject them during processing.

Taken out of context, some voter registration information may appear to suggest suspicious activity, but are 
actually innocuous clerical errors or the result of intended data practices. For example, election officials in 
some states use temporary placeholder data for registrants whose birth date or year is not known (e.g., 
1/1/1900, which makes such registrants appear to be 120 years old). In other instances, a voting-age child with 
the same name and address as their deceased parent could be misinterpreted as a deceased voter or lead to 
clerical errors.

Useful Sources 

18 U.S.C. § 1708
52 U.S.C. §§ 10307(c), 20507,20511(2), 21083(a)(2)(A)
Mail-in Voting integrity Safeguards, CISA 
Mail-in Voting 2020 Risk Assessment, CISA 
Election infrastructure Security, CiSA 
Election Security, DBS
The National Voter Registration Act of 1993: Questions and Answers, DOJ 
Election Mail information Center, USPS 
Your local or state election officials. EAC state-by-state directory 
Maintenance of State Voter Registration Lists, NASS 
What If an Absentee Voter Dies Before Election Day?, NCSL 
Voter List Accuracy, NCSL
Link directly to this rumor by using; https://www.cisa.gov/rumorcontrol#rumori21

Reality: Variations In vote totals for different contests d 
in every election and do not by themselves Indicate fraud 
technology.

rs the same ballot occur 
or issues with voting

Rumor: More votes in one contest than other contests on the ballot means that
results cannot be trusted.

https://www.olsa.gov/rumorcontrol#pre 3/14
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Get the Fads*. Variations in vote totals for different contests on the same ballot occur in every ele<i L"v-. v-.' :: f 
example, this can occur as a result of “undervotes.” These variations by themselves are not indications of issues 
with voting technology or the integrity of election processes or results.

An undervote occurs when a voter intentionally or unintentionally does not make a selection in a given contest 
on their ballot (e.g., a voter votes for a presidential candidate, but not for any candidates in other contests on 
their ballot) or, where a voter selects fewer than the maximum number allowed for a particular contest. 
Undervotes commonly occur on so-called “down-ballot” races. For example, a voter may choose to vote for 
president, senator, and governor, but not for other offices or ballot measures that are lower down on their 
ballot. Even if a ballot includes an undervote in a particular contest, properly marked votes on their ballot are 
counted.

Useful Sources

® Your local or state election officials. EAC state-by-state directory 
• Voter Intent Laws, NCSL 
9 Post-Election Audits, NCSL
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumor20

Reality: The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Cybersecurity 
and infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) do not design or audit ballots, which are 
processes managed by state and local election officials.

; Rumor: DHS or CISA printed paper ballots with security measures and is 
auditing results as a countermeasure against ballot counterfeiting.
Get the Facts: While DHS and CISA assist states and localities with securing election infrastructure, DHS and 
CISA do not design, print, or audit ballots. State and local election officials manage ballot design and printing, 
as well as the auditing of results.

Local election offices have security and detection measures in place that make it highly difficult to commit 
fraud through counterfeit ballots. While the specific measures vary, in accordance with state and local election 
laws and practices, ballot security measures can include signature matching, information checks, barcodes, 
watermarks, and precise paperweights.

DHS and CISA operate in support of state and local election officials, and do not administer elections or handle 
ballots. CISA’s role in election security includes sharing information, such as cyber threat indicators, with state 
and local election officials, as well as providing technical cybersecurity services (e.g., vulnerability scanning) 
upon the request of those officials. CISA funded an independent third-party to develop an open-source election 
auditing tool for voluntary use by state and local election officials. (Note: The previous sentence was updated 9 
November 2020.) CISA does not audit elections and does not have access to the tool as states use it.

Useful Sources

® - Election Infrastructure Security, CISA 
• Election Security, DHS
® Federal Role in U.S. Campaigns and Elections: An Overview, CRS 
e Mail-in Voting Integrity Safeguards, CISA

ht{ps://www.cisa.gov/rumorcontral#pre 4/14
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s Mail-in Voting 2020 Risk Assessment, CiSA 
» Risk-Limiting Audits with Arlo, Voting Works 
8 Your local or state election officials EAC state-by-state directory 
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.gOv/rumorcontrol#rumorl9

, Reality: Election results reporting may occur more slowly than prior years. This 
does not indicate there is any problem with the counting process or results.
Official results are not certified until all validly cast ballots have been counted, 
including ballots that are counted after election night

' Rumor: If results as reported on election night change over the ensuing days or 
weeks, the process is hacked or compromised, so I can’t trust the results.
Get the Facts: Elections will look different this year amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Although ballot processing 
in some states may take longer than in past years due to increases in mail-in ballot usage and process 
adaptations to make voting safer during the pandemic, this does not impact the accuracy of the counting 
process. Election results reported on election night are always unofficial and are provided solely for voters’ 
convenience. In fact, no state requires that official results be certified on election night itself. Fluctuations in 
unofficial results reporting will occur during and after election night as more ballots are processed and 
counted, often including military and overseas ballots, and validated provisional ballots. Variations in state 
processes may also mean ballots cast through different methods (e.g., early in-person voting, mail-in voting, 
and election day voting) are counted and unofficially reported in different orders. Official results are released 
after rigorous canvassing (verification) and certification by local and state election officials.

Useful Sources

e FBI-CiSA Public Service Announcement: Foreign Actors and Cybercriminals Likely to Spread Disinformation 
Regarding 2020 Election Results 

® Election Results Reporting Risks and Mitigations, CISA 
® Mail-in Voting 2020 Risk Assessment, CiSA 
® Mait-in Voting Integrity Safeguards, CISA 
® Mail-in Voting Processing Factors Map, CISA 
« Post-Election Process Mapping Infographic, CISA 
® USPS Election Mail Information Center, USPS 
® Federal Election Results FAQs, CRS
• State Election Canvassing Timeframes and Recount Thresholds, NASS 
« After the Voting Ends: The Steps to Complete an Election, NCSL 
9 Election Security State Policies, NCSL 
9 Changes to Mail in Voting in 2020, NCSL
e Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumorl4

... • Reality: Provisional ballots are counted in every election regardless of result 
margins.
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Rumor: Provisional ballots are only counted if there’s a close race. 1 ■.
Get the Facts: All provisional ballots are reviewed by election officials in every election regardless of result 
margins. Provisional ballots cast by individuals whose eligibility can be verified are counted. Additionally, 
election officials are required to provide individuals who cast provisional ballots written information regarding 
how they can determine whether their vote was counted and, if it was not counted, the reason for its rejection.

Useful Sources

® 52 U.S.C.§ 21082
® Post-Election Process Mapping Infographic, CiSA 
® Provisional Ballots, NCSL
*> State Policies on Voting In-Person or Changing Vote After Requesting a Mail/Absentee Ballot, NASS 
® Your local or state election officials. EAC state-by-state directory 
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumorl5

Reality: In some circumstances, elections officials are permitted to "duplicate” 
or otherwise further mark cast ballots to ensure they can be properly counted.

Rumor: Witnessing election officials marking ballots means that fraudulent 
voting is taking place.

- Get the Facts: Some ballots cannot be read by a ballot scanner due to issues such as damage or misprinting. 
Some jurisdictions hand count such ballots, while others create duplicate ballots so they can be read by a ballot 
scanner. Somejurisdictions permit election officials to enhance markings on ballots that are too faint to scan 
following a process to adjudicate the voter’s intent based on state taw. In jurisdictions where duplication of 
unscannable ballots is permitted, election officials duplicate the ballot precisely to ensure alt the voter’s 
choices are transferred correctly to the new ballot. Both the original and duplicate ballot are labeled and 
logged so that the two ballots can be tracked and audited. Many jurisdictions require bipartisan teams of two 
or four personnel to complete this process and verify that votes are accurately transferred to duplicated ballots. 
The process is often open to public observation.

In somejurisdictions, ballot duplication is referred to as ballot remaking, ballot replication, or ballot 
transcription.

Useful Sources

® After the Voting Ends: The Steps to Complete an Election, NCSL 
® Ballot Duplication blog series, Council of State Governments Overseas Voting Initiative 
® Your local or state election officials EAC state-by-state directory, 
e Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.g0v/rumorcontrol#rumorl6

Reality: Election night results are not official results.

',' Rumor: If election night reporting sites experience an outage, vote counts will 
be lost or manipulated. j ;
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Gel the Facts: Election night results are not official results. These sites may experience outages di .p v,-- 
of issues including too many people trying to view the site or cyberattacks. Such disruptions do not impact the
integrity of votes or the official certified results. Election results made available on election night are always 
unofficial. Official results are rigorously canvassed (reviewed), and certified by local and state election officials. 
Most states have requirements for post-election audits as well.

Useful Sources

e FBI-CISA Public Service Announcement: Foreign Actors and Cybercriminals Likely to Spread Disinformation 
Regarding 2020 Election Results

® FBi-CISA Public Service Announcement: Cyber Threats to Voting Processes Could Slow But Not Prevent Voting 
® Post-Election Process Mapping Infographic, CISA 
® Federal Election Results FAQs, CRS
• Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumorll

Reality: A defaced or manipulated election night reporting webpage would not 
impact counting and certification of official results.

; " Rumor: If the election night reporting webpage is defaced or displays incorrect 
results, the integrity of the election is compromised.
Get the Facts: If a webpage has been defaced or is displaying incorrect results, it would not impact the integrity 
of votes or the official certified results. Election results made available on election night are always unofficial.

Useful Sources

® FBI-CISA Public Service Announcement: Foreign Actors and Cybercriminals Likely to Spread Disinformation 
Regarding 2020 Election Results

• FBI-CISA Public Service Announcement: Cyber Threats to Voting Processes Could Slow But Not Prevent Voting 
® Post-Election Process Mapping Infographic, CISA
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.g0v/rumorcontrol#rumori2

Reality: Malicious actors can use fake personas and impersonate real accounts.

1 Rumor: If a social media account claims an identity, the account must be run 
by that person or organization.
Get the Facts: Malicious actors often use fake personas and impersonate real accounts to trick the public into 
believing disinformation, including election-related disinformation.

Popular social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, and others provide an 
indication, such as a checkmark that is either blue or grey, to indicate that an account is verified by the 
platform. If an account claims to be a well-known person or official organization but is not verified, they may 
be an imposter.

There are multiple things to lookfor if you think an account is fake or spoofed. Is the account brand new? Do 
they create content or merely re-share? Do they have a coherent profile description and does it match what 
they are sharing? Do they have a real profile photo? A best practice when looking for election-rel;
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information is to go to trusted sources, like your local election official. | ii :j. ip-- w; Hill ;i

If you find a suspicious social media post or account, consider reporting the activity to the platform so others 
don’t get duped. Most platforms have a “report” function built into posts, so it’s easy to report suspicious items, 
such as misinformation about election infrastructure. If an account is posting election disinformation, consider 
reporting to your state or local election official.

Useful Sources

® CISA Disinformation Toolkit
® #Trustedlnfo2020, NASS
9 Voter Resources: State Voter Information, NASED
® Voting and Elections Information, usa.gov
® Your local or state election officials EAC state-by-state directory
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.g0v/rumorcontrol#rumorl

Reality: Cyber actors can "spoof" or forge email sender addresses to look like 
they come from someone else.

Rumor: I received an election-related email that looks like it came from a 
certain organization, so the organization must have sent it.

_ Get the Facts: Cyber actors can forge emails to look like they came from someone else. This common tactic is 
called email spoofing, where attackers send an email pretending to be from a specific domain or organization 
in an attempt to harvest personal data or spread malware. Such spoofed emails can also be used to 
disseminate false or inflammatory information. To send realistic-looking emails, cyber actors may forge the 
sender address to hide the origin of an email or set up spoofed domains that have a slightly different name 
from the real domain. Always be wary of out of the ordinary emails and look to trusted sources, such as the 
organization’s official website, in order to verify. Never provide personal information or download files from 
suspicious emails. If you receive a suspicious election-related email, consider reporting it to your local election 
official or local FBI field office.

Useful Sources

9 FBI-CISA Public Service Announcement: Spoofed Internet Domains and Email Accounts Pose Cyber and 
Disinformation Risks to Voters

0 Actions to Counter Email-based Attacks on Election-Related Entities, CISA
® Enhanced Email and Web Security, CISA
• Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumor2

PRE-ELECTION
%#i Reality: Some voter registration data is publicly available.
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Rumor: Someone possessing or posting voter registration data meai 
registration databases have been hacked.
Get the Facts: Some voter registration information is public information and is available to political campaigns, 
researchers, and often members of the public, frequently for purchase. According to a recent FBI and CISA 
public alert, cyber actors may make false claims of “hacked” voter information to undermine confidence in U.S. 
democratic institutions.

Useful Sources

• Availability of State Voter File and Confidential Information
® FBI-CiSA Public Service Announcement: False Claims of Hacked Voter Information Likely Intended to Cast Doubt on 

Legitimacy of U.S. Elections 
® Access To and Use Of Voter Registration Lists, NCSL
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumor3

Reality: Online voter registration websites can experience outages for non- 
malicious reasons.

Rumor: An online voter registration website experiences an outage and claims 
are made the election has been compromised.
Get the Facts: Outages in online voter registration systems occur for a variety of reasons, including 
configuration errors, hardware issues, natural disasters, communications infrastructure issues, and distributed 
denial of service (DDoS) attacks. As CISA and FBI warned in a recent public alert, a system outage does not 
necessarily mean the integrity of voter registration information or any other election system has been 
impacted. When an outage occurs, election officials work to verify the integrity of voter registration 
information.

Useful Sources

® FBI-CISA Public Service Announcement: False Claims of Hacked Voter Information Likely intended to Cast Doubt on 
Legitimacy of U.S. Elections 

® Securing Voter Registration Data, CISA 
* Your local or state election officials EAC state-by-state directory 
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumor4

1 Reality: A compromise of a state or local government system does not 
necessarily mean election infrastructure or the integrity of your vote has been 
compromised.

Rumor: If state or local jurisdiction information technology (IT) has been 
compromised, the election results cannot be trusted.

htips://www.cisa.gov/rumorcontroi#pre 9/14
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Get the Facts: Hacks of state and local IT systems should not be minimized; however, a comprom; " 'iL:: -1p 
local IT systems does not mean those systems are election-related. Even if an election-related system is 
compromised, a compromise of a system does not necessarily mean the integrity of the vote has been affected. 
Election officials have multiple safeguards and contingencies in place, including provisional ballots or backup 
paper poll books that limit the impact from a cyber incident with minimal disruption to voting. Additionally, 
having an auditable paper record ensures that the vote count can be verified and validated.

Useful Sources

® FBl-CISA Public Service Announcement: Cyber Threats to Voting Processes Could Slow But Not Prevent Voting 
® Election Infrastructure Cyber Risk Assessment, CISA
o Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.gOv/rumorcontrol#rumor5

Reality: Malicious actors can fake manipulation of voter registration data to 
spread disinformation.

Rumor: Videos, images or emails suggesting voter registration information is 
being manipulated means voters will not be able to vote.
Get the Facts: Claims are easy to fake and can be used for disinformation purposes. If voter registration data 
were to be manipulated, states have several safeguards in place to enable voters to vote, including offline 
backups of registration data, provisional ballots, and in several states, same-day registration.

Useful Sources

• FBl-CISA Public Service Announcement: False Claims of Hacked Voter Information Likely Intended to Cast Doubt on 
Legitimacy of U.S. Elections 

® Securing Voter Registration Data, CISA 
® Securing Voter Registration Systems, NCSL
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.g0v/rumorcontrol#rumor6

., • Reality: Safeguards are In place to prevent home-printed or photocopied mail- 
in ballots from being counted.

Rumor: A malicious actor can easily defraud an election by printing and 
sending in extra mail-in ballots.
Get the Facts: This is false. Committing fraud through photocopied or home-printed ballots would be highly 
difficult to do successfully. This is because each local election office has security measures in place to detect 
such malicious activity. While the specific measures vary, in accordance with state and local election laws and 
practices, such security measures include signature matching, information checks, barcodes, watermarks, and 
precise paperweights.

Useful Source

0 Mail-in Voting Election integrity Safeguards Infographic, CISA r......................
* Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.gOv/rumorcontrol#rumorT
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' Reality: Safeguards are in place to protect against fraudulent voting using 
the Federal Write-In Absentee Ballot (FWAB).

Rumor: A malicious actor can easily defraud an election using the Federal 
Write-In Absentee Ballot (FWAB).
Get the Facts: Changing an election using fraudulently submitted FWABs would be highly difficult to do. This is 
because election offices have security measures in place to detect such activity.

The FWAB is primarily used as a backup ballot for military and overseas voters who requested but did not yet 
receive their absentee ballot. FWAB users must provide their signature and meet varying state voter registration 
and absentee ballot request requirements, which can include provision of full or partial social security number, 
state identification number, proof of identification, and/or witness signature.

Since only military and overseas voters are eligible to use the FWAB, relatively few of them are submitted each 
election. In 2016, states reported that only 23,291 total FWABs were submitted nationwide, with all but six 
states receiving less than 1,000 FWABs statewide. Since use is relatively rare, spikes in FWAB usage would be 
detected as anomalous.

Useful Sources

® 52 U.S.C. §20303
® Voting Assistance Guide, FVAP
® Election Forms and Tools for Sending, FVAP
® 2016 Election Administration and Voting Survey Comprehensive Report, EAC 
® Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.g0v/rumorcontrol#rumor8

ELECTION DAY
.sgf Reality: Election officials provide writing instruments that are approved for 
marking ballots to all in-person voters using hand-marked paper ballots,

\ Rumor: Poll workers gave specific writing instruments, such as Sharpies, only 
to specific voters to cause their ballots to be rejected.
Get the Facts: Election jurisdictions allow voters to mark ballots with varying types of writing instruments, 
based on state law and other considerations such as tabulation system requirements. Poll workers are required 
to provide approved writing devices to voters.

Although felt-tip pens, like Sharpies, may bleed through ballots, some election officials have stated that ballot 
tabulation equipment in their jurisdictions can still read these ballots. Many jurisdictions even design their 
ballots with offset columns to prevent any potential bleed through from impacting the ability to easily scan 
both sides of ballots.

https://www.cisa.gov/rumorcontroi#pre 11/14
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If a ballot has issues that impact its ability to be scanned, it can be hand counted or duplicated, 
by election officials, who use defined procedures such as chain of custody to ensure protect ball J
integrity. Many states additionally have “voter intent” laws that allow for ballots to be counted even when 
issues such as bleed-throughs or stray marks are present, as long as the voter’s intent can still be determined.

Useful Sources

« After the Voting Ends: The Steps to Complete an Election, NCSL
• Ballot Duplication blog series, Council of State Governments Overseas Voting Initiative 
® Your local or state election officials. EAC state-by-state directory
* Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.g0v/rumorcontrol#rumorl8

Reality: Voters are protected by state and federal Saw from threats or 
intimidation at the polls, including from election observers.

r* Rumor: Observers in the polling place are permitted to intimidate voters, 
campaign, and interfere with voting.
Get the Facts: While most states have a process to permit a limited number of credentialed or registered 
observers at in-person voting locations to observe the voting process, state and federal laws offer voters 
general protection from threats and intimidation, including from observers. States use varying terms for 
observers, including “poll watchers,” “challengers,” and “poll agents.” In general, observers are prohibited from 
violating ballot secrecy, campaigning, collecting private voter information, and obstructing or interfering with 
the voting process. Observers in some states may report potential issues to election officials, such as 
questioned eligibility of a voter, suspicious behavior, or suspected rule violations. Intimidation or threatening 
behavior is never permissible.

Under certain circumstances, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Civil Rights Division may monitor polling 
place procedures for the protection of voters under federal voting rights laws. International observers, 
including delegations from the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe or the Organization for 
American States, who have been invited by the U.S. Department of State, may also observe in-person voting 
processes in some states.

If you feel that you’ve been a victim of, or witnessed, voter intimidation or threats, please report the experience 
to the DOJ Civil Rights Division’s Voting Section by phone 800-253-3931 or through its complaint portal at 
https://civilrights.justice.gov/. If you experience an emergency, please call 911.

Useful Sources
* 18 U.S.C. § 245(b)(1)(A), 18 U.S.C. §594,52 U.S.C. §20511,18 U.S.C. §§ 241 and 242 
» Election Crimes and Security, FBI
a Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses, DOJ 
® About Federal Observers and Election Monitoring, DOJ 
9 State Laws on Poll Watchers and Challengers, NASS 
® Poll Watchers and Challengers, NCSL 
® Policies for Election Observers, NCSL 
® OSCE/ODIHR Election Observation USA 2020 Factsheet, OSCE
• Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumorl3 ■ .f-Li* ^ iij

https://www.cisa.gov/njmorcontroi#pre 12/14
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Reality: Safeguards are In place to protect ballot secrecy.

Rumor: Someone is claiming to know who I voted for.
Get the Facts: Ballot secrecy is guaranteed by law in all states. Election officials
implement various safeguards to protect voters’ choices from being viewable or knowable by others, including 
the election officials themselves. With few exceptions, these security measures ensure that individual ballots, 
once cast, cannot be traced back to the voters who cast them. For in-person voting, privacy measures include 
dividers between voting stations and requirements that poll workers maintain distance from voters while they 
are casting their ballots. For mail-in and provisional voting, election officials follow strict procedures to 
ensure ballot secrecy when ballots are retrieved from mail-in and provisional ballot envelopes.

Ballot secrecy rights may be voluntarily waived by voters in certain circumstances, and waiver may be required 
in some of these, such as military and overseas voters that vote by fax or e-mail.

While ballot choices are secret in almost all circumstances, a voter’s party affiliation and history of voting 
generally are not. Information contained in voter registration records, such as name, address, phone 
number, and political party affiliation (in states with party-based voter registration), is generally available to 
political parties and others. This data also regularly contains information on whether a voter voted in 
a particular election, but not their ballot choices.

Useful Sources

• Voting Outside the Foiling Place: Absentee, All-Mail and other Voting at Home Options, NCSL 
® Secrecy of the Ballot and Ballot Selfies, NCSL
® States that are Required to Provide Secrecy Sleeves for Absentee/Mail Ballots, NCSL 
» Access To and Use of Voter Registration Lists, NCSL
• Link directly to this rumor by using: https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#rumor9

Reality: Polling place lookup sites can experience outages for non-malicious 
reasons,

X Rumor: If polling place lookup sites experience an outage, election 
infrastructure must have been compromised.
Get the Facts: Polling place lookup sites, like all websites, may experience outages for a variety of reasons, 
impacting their availability to voters. Polling place lookup sites are not connected to infrastructure that counts 
votes and are typically segmented from infrastructure that enables voting, such as the voter registration 
database. Election officials will point potential voters to alternate tools and resources for this information in 
the event of an issue.

Useful Sources

® Election Infrastructure Cyber Risk Assessment, CISA 
• Election Infrastructure Cyber Risk Infographic, CISA 
® Your local or state election officials EAC state-by-state directory

13/14https://www.cisa.goV/rumorcontrol#pre
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Search for a ballot drop box in your 
community using this tool
By Nora Eckert (Wisconsin Watch) October 27,2020

With Election Day just days away, voters are being urged to deposit their absentee ballots in 
one of the over 500 secure drop boxes across the state. Ballots deposited in these boxes go 
directly to election officials without risk of delay.

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled Monday that only ballots received by Election Day, Nov. 3, 
will be counted. The Wisconsin Elections Commission lists
(httlMMeMga^gsvMtg§MeS.imm-ga^gMao2Sr2MmEaasSss%a2EiaahpJ£)- several reasons 
why voters might choose to vote using a drop box, including, “lack of trust in the postal 
process, fear that their ballot could be tampered with, or concern that their information 
will be exposed.”

Jim Matewitz/ Wisconsin Watch

Related content: Ballot drop boxes offer ‘a safe placelfervotingin 

Wisconsin's..ele.ction(httnjL:tevM.mscpjanmtcbj?rg/a.oaolioMliut^.t2ihhaisai

i .pffsfcfl-.affcptes&femM

Most municipalities require ballots be deposited by Nov. 3, but some have earlier deadlines 
or specific restrictions. Search for a drop box in your community here:
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If voters miss the deadline to deposit their ballot in a particular drop box, clerics are 
advised to display instructions on alternate ways they can submit their ballots.

^ A Flourish data Visualization (https;//publlc.flourish.studio/visualisation/4153041/?

utm_source=showcase&utm_catnpaign=visuallsatlon/4153041)

The nonprofit Wisconsin Centerfar Investigative Journalism (vnsconsinwatcli.ori?) collaborates with Wisconsin Public Radio, 

PBS Wisconsin, other imvs media and the UW-Madison School of Journalism and Mass Communication, All works created, 

published, posted or disseminated by the Center do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of UW-Madison or any of its 

affiliates.

’.ancel

s~«*.o-vv»n«niiiuricnnnsinwatch.orai2020/10/wisconsin-absentee-ballot-drop-box-searcb/ 2/2
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Tramp fire® ©lireetoir ©f lri©mel®id S@©of% afpnQ? who 
had ripet®©] Presidinf® ©Section eonspiraq? ttseorSis
By Kaitlan Collins and Paul LeBianc, CNN 
Updated 4:55 AM ET, Wed November 18,2020

(CNN) — President Donald Trump on Tuesday fired the Department of Homeland Security official who had rejected 
Trump's claims of widespread voter fraud.

Trump announced on Twitter he was firing Chris Krebs, the director of the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency, and directly tied it to Krebs' statement that said there "is no evidence that any voting system 
deleted or lost votes, changed votes, or was in any way compromised." ' ■

The recent statement by Chris Krebs on the security of the 2020 Election was highly inaccurate, in that there were 
massive improprieties and fraud," Trump said in a tweet that also repeated other baseless conspiracy theories 
about the election and was flagged by Twitter as "disputed."

"Therefore, effective immediately, Chris Krebs has been terminated as Director of the Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency."

RELATED: CNN's live presidential election results

CNN reported that Krebs, who ran the cyber arm of the Department of Homeland Security, expected to be fired. A 
source close to Krebs toid CNN he knew he might get in trouble for telling the truth, but realized his dismissal could 
come soon when media organizations that are friendly to the President started to attack him.

Sign up for CNN’s

the,
'vm- CHRIS CiLUXSA

CNN's Chris Ciiiizza cuts through the political 
spin and tells you what you need to know.

No Thanks

By subscribing, you agree to our privacy policy, EXHIBIT If

He learned from Trump's tweet he had been fired, the source said, and responded on Twitter himself shortly 
afterward, saying, "Honored to serve. We did it right. Defend Today, Secure Tomrorow. #Protect2020."

CISA Deputy Director Matt Travis, the No. 2 official at the agency, resigned in the wake of Krebs' firing, a source 
familiar with the matter told CNN. Travis resigned after the White House made clear he would not take the helm at
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agency, and said the President has designated Executive Director Brandon Wales as acting director.

“A change in leadership is not a change in mission and it is essential that we do not lose focus on the important 
work we collectively undertake on behalf of the American people," the letter stated. "Fortunately, we have the best 
workforce in all of government and I know we can count on each of you to continue the excellent work you do 
every day as we all work together to Defend Today and Secure Tomorrow."

A source described Wales as a "career former chief of staff, and counselor, who is highly respected by everyone."

Krebs' dismissal underscores the lengths Trump is willing to go to punish those who don't adopt his conspiratorial 
view of the election. Since CNN and other outlets called the race for President-elect Joe Biden, Trump has refused 
to accept the results, instead pushing baseless conspiracies that his second term is being stolen.

This includes falsely claiming during an election night address that he had already won reelection, that he had won 
states that were actually still up in the air at the time and that his opponents were perpetuating a fraud.

In the lead-up to the election, Krebs had often quietly disputed the President's repeated false claims about mail-in 
ballots but went out of his way to not get drawn into criticizing his boss for spreading lies.

But in the days that have followed, Krebs has adopted a more forceful approach regularly posting on Twitter -- 
often with blaring red siren emojis - fact checks of the claims and conspiracy theories being pushed by Trump, his 
allies and supporters around the country.

While his pushback at the President's falsehoods had frustrated some at DHS, Krebs was responsible for a widely 
praised revamp of the department's cybersecurity efforts and increasing coordination with state and local 
governments, as the first director of C1SA.

He served as one of the most key federal national security officials that oversaw an election that by all accounts 
went very smoothly.

Foreign adversaries were not able to affect any of the votes, CISA said, and it was "the most secure election in 
American history," according to them and the wider group of public and private election officials. That was the 
statement for which the President decided to fire Krebs on Tuesday evening.

News of his dismissal drew quick outrage from elected officials and election security experts.

Sen. Angus King, an independent from Maine and co-chair of the Cyberspace Solarium Commission, said in a 
statement, "By firing Mr. Krebs for simply doing his job, President Trump is inflicting severe damage on all 
Americans - who rely on CISA's defenses, even if they don't know it."

"If there's any silver lining in this unjust decision, it's this: I hope that President-elect Biden will recognize Chris's 
contributions, and consult with him as the Biden administration charts the future of this critically important 
agency," King said.

In one notably forceful rebuke, Rep. Adam Schiff, the Democratic chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, 
called Trump's decision "pathetic."

"Instead of rewarding this great service, President Trump is retaliating against Director Krebs and other officials 
who did their duty. It's pathetic, but sadly predictable that upholding and protecting our democratic processes 
would be cause for firing," Schiff said.

Former DHS general counsel John Mitnick, also blasted Krebs' firing as "outrageous but not surprising."

"@rea!DonaldTrump has made a habit of firing those who are highly competent, have integrity and courage, and 
stand up for the #RuleOfLaw. To ©ClSAKrebs: it was an honor to serve with you @DHSgov, and you should wear 
this as a badge of honor," he tweeted.
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Asked about the President's false claims of massive voter fraud, Hovland explained, "When you talk to election 
officials across the country, they're confident in the security of this election. They're confident in the outcome of 
the election -- that this was a fair election and that Americans made their voices heard, and we've got to respect 
the will of the people and the public servants that helped run this election and make this all possible."

Krebs' firing also prompted some notable pushback from Republicans.

Ohio Sen. Rob Portman, a member of the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee, 
defended Krebs' work to CNN shortly after his dismissal.

"I know Chris. I've worked well with him. I think he's a real professional," the Republican said.

Asked if he wished Trump hadn't fired Krebs, Portman said: "Yeah, i think he was very good, i think what he was 
trying to do in an unprecedented way was to connect with every state in the country, and give them what they 
needed to protect and have a firewall in place to protect against cyber attacks."

Krebs kept up the fact check of the President's conspiracy-mongering until the final hours of his tenure, tweeting 
earlier Tuesday that claims of manipulation of election systems "either have been unsubstantiated or are 
technically incoherent."

He was quoting from a letter signed by 59 election specialists that also said that "anyone asserting that a US 
election was 'rigged' is making an extraord/na/y claim" and called them "alarming assertions."

Firing Krebs, a US official previously told CNN, would "cross a red line" and set off alarm bells throughout the 
national security apparatus.

Marcus Fowler, a former CIA officer who now works as the director of strategic threat at the cybersecurity firm 
Darktrace, described Krebs to CNN as "a Dr. (Anthony) Fauci-like figure for election and cyber security, speaking 
truth to power about the security of the election based on the facts on the ground and the analysis of his subject 
matter experts."

"His forced departure at this critical time will absolutely degrade our national security, sends a horrible message 
and exposes vulnerability to our adversaries, and puts the credibility of the core democratic value of voting at risk 
of being undermined, manipulated, and hijacked," Fowler said.

Still, his dismissal comes after several of the Pentagon's most senior civilian officials were replaced with officials 
perceived as loyal to the President, and reports of Trump's increasing frustration with CIA Director Gina Haspel.

This story has been updated with additional developments on Tuesday.

CNN's Jake Tapper, Vivian Salama, Jeremy Diamond, Manu Raju, Alex Marquardt, Geneva Sands and Zachary 
Cohen contributed to this report.
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MILWAUKEE COUNTY

Alison PSrr and Patrick Marfey Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Published 10:03 p.m. CT Mar. 25, 2020 | Updated 4:24 p.m. CT Wiar. 27, 2020

Milwaukee and Dane County clerks issued guidance Wednesday that gives voters who 
request absentee ballots the option to declare themselves "indefinitely confined" if necessary, 
allowing them to vote without showing a photo ID.

But the Republican Party of Wisconsin accused the clerks of "illegally rigging an 
election" and said it will pursue legal action to stop this.

Milwaukee and Dane counties are the bedrocks for the state's Democrats.

Milwaukee County Clerk George Christenson wrote in a letter posted to Facebook
Wednesday that he had informed municipal clerks in the county that this is an appropriate 
course of action during the coronavims outbreak and given Gov. Tony Evers5 stay-at- 
home order and guidance from the Wisconsin Elections Commission.

‘T urge all voters who request a ballot and do not have the ability or equipment to upload a 
valid ID to indicate that they are indefinitely confined,” he wrote. “Voters should not be 
reluctant to check the box that says they are indefinitely confined because this is a pandemic 
and this option exists in state law to help preserve everyone’s right to vote.”

Live Updates; The latest on coronavims in Wisconsin

Daily Digests What you need to know about coronavims in Wisconsin

In a Facebook post, Dane County Clerk Scott McDonell gave the same guidance and 
wrote that he was declaring that all of the county's voters "may indicate as needed that they 

are indefinitely confined due to illness."
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111 interviews, the county clerics said they were aiming their messages at those who are 
staying at home to avoid the spread of illness but don't have the technology or ability to 
provide a photo of their ID when requesting absentee ballots.

"This is not an effort to circumvent the voter ID law," McDonell said. "If you’re 25 and you've 
got an ID (and a way to take a photo of it), this is not for you."

But the Republican Party of Wisconsin said the clerks are "willfully ignoring" state election 
law on voter identification requirements.

"Reports of clerks willfully ignoring state statutes is an outrageous assault on our democratic 
process and Wisconsin’s election laws," Andrew Hitt, the party's chairman, said in a 
statement. "It represents a blatant disregard of the rule of law by those elected to protect and 
apply them. The Republican Party of Wisconsin will aggressively pursue any legal remedy 
available to put a stop to clerks unilaterally and illegally rigging an election in their favor.”

The head of a conservative legal group also criticized the move.

"Clerics may not change the law or use the pandemic to evade the requirement for photo ID," 
Rick Esenberg, the president of the Wisconsin Institute for Law & Liberty5 said in a 
statement. "Voters may not check this box solely because of the coronavirus pandemic and 
the governor's shut-down order. It maybe used only because of the voter's age, illness or 
physical infirmity."

Questions and confusion have swirled around the April 7 election because of the global 
pandemic that has killed thousands and forced many to stay in their homes. On the ballot is 
the presidential primary and elections for state Supreme Court, Milwaukee mayor, 
Milwaukee County executive and other local offices.

Two lawsuits over the election are pending. One seeks to have all voting conducted by mail, 
with voters able to cast absentee ballots until June.

Wisconsin law requires most voters to provide a copy of a photo ID to vote in person or 
absentee. But the requirement does not apply to those who are indefinitely confined, which 
the state Elections Commission describes as those who "have a difficult time getting to the 
polls due to age, illness, infirmity or disability."

The clerks said the illness exemption applies to more people now because so many are 
staying in their homes to avoid the spread of coronavirus.

t-
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"I just want to make sure that people who are confined and don’t have any way to do this ... 
aren’t disenfranchised from voting/' Christenson said.

McDonell said other counties should take the same approach.

"This is happening to lots of people who are elderly," he said of those having trouble getting 
absentee ballots. "It's not just Dane County."

Wisconsin has seen a surge in absentee ballots because of the pandemic, with more than 
625,000 absentee ballots requested as of Wednesday.

That's more than twice as many as were cast in the 2016 presidential primary.

Christenson and McDonell counseled voters to request a ballot on myvote.wi.gov, choose the 
box that reads “I certify that I am indefinitely confined due to age, illness, infirmity, or 
disability and request ballots to be sent to me for every election until I am no longer confined 
or fail to return a ballot.”

That will allow voters to skip the step of uploading their identification to receive a ballot, they 
wrote.

When Evers’ order is lifted, voters can contact their municipal clerks or update their 
information on myvote.wi.gov to change their designation back to its original state, they 
wrote.

Contact Alison Dirr at 414-224-2383 or adirr@jrn.com. Follow her on Twitter 
@AlisonDirr.

Contact Patrick Marley at patrick.marley@jrn.com. Follow him on Twitter 
at @patrickdmarley.

https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2020/03/25/absentee-voters-milwaukee-dane-counties-can-skip-photo-id-coronavirus-indefinitely... 3/3
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CENTER FOR
TECH AND 
CIVIC LIFE

OUR WORK ABOUT NEWS & EVENTS DONATE

Election Officials / July 1, 2020

CTCL A__ cs with 5
Cities to 
Safe h .ting

c vta ; cacA vtcT - c l .'AvAr -cv T^cf. c A lcfc A a ctTOic to support election 
administration in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The grants, awarded to the cities of Green Bay, Kenosha, Madison, Milwaukee, and 
Racine, will be used to implement the ";cn: etc "At AA a °Ac — a vision for a 
safe, inclusive, and secure voting process in 2020 elections.

“This year, election departments are facing an unprecedented challenge of 
administering safe and secure elections that provide healthy voting options to the 
public,” said Center for Tech and Civic Life Executive Director, Tiana Epps-Johnson.
“To meet this challenge, CTCL is providing support to Wisconsin election officials so 
no voter is required to make a choice between their health and their ability to vote.
From ensuring that polling places are open and following the latest public health 
guidelines, to providing options for voters to easily and securely return absentee 
ballots, to making certain that the incredible people who step up to serve as poll 
workers are protected and well compensated for their service, we’re proud to partner
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with the five largest cities in Wisconsin to deliver a smooth voting process that 
inspires confidence.’1

2020 elections, Congress has allocated $400 million to date.

“Through an extraordinary effort, Madison was able to pull off a safe election in April, 
but we spent hundreds of thousands of dollars we hadn’t budgeted doing so,” said 
Madison Mayor, Satya Rhodes-Conway. “As we have seen in Wisconsin and across 
the nation, COVID-19 is not gone; in fact it's getting worse in some places. If we are 
going to meet our obligations as elected leaders to ensure the safe administration of 
elections during this pandemic, we have to think differently and bring in help where 
we can. These valuable resources will go a long way to running successful elections 
this year.”

a City of Milwaukee: $2,154,500 
° City of Madison; $1,271,788 
° City of Green Bay: $1,093,400 
9 City of Kenosha: $862,779 
9 City of Racine: $942,100

total by us©
Support Early In-Person Voting and Vote by Mail: $2,572,839 
Expand the number of in-person Early Voting sites (including Curbside Voting). 
Provide assistance to help voters comply with absentee ballot requests and 
certification requirements. Utilize secure drop-boxes to facilitate return of absentee 
ballots. Deploy additional staff and/or technology improvements to expedite and 
improve accuracy of absentee ballot processing.

Launch Poll Worker Recruitment, Training & Safety Efforts: $1,810,028
Recruit and hire a sufficient number of poll workers and inspectors to ensure poll 
sites properly staffed during virus outbreak, utilizing hazard pay where required. 
Provide voting facilities with funds to compensate for increased site cleaning and 
sanitization costs. Provide updated training for current and new poll workers 
administering elections in midst of pandemic.

Ensure Safe, Efficient Election Day Administration $876,700
Procure Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and personal disinfectant to protect



election officials and voters from coronavirus. Support and expand drive-thru voting 
on election day, including covering additional unbudgeted expenses for signage, 
tents, traffic control, and safety measures.

Expand Voter Education & Outreach Efforts: $1,065,000
Outreach to remind voters to verify and update their address, or other voter 
registration information, prior to the election.

Are you an election department interested in shared approaches and resources for 
administering elections during COVID-19? Review the free COV'D 1S webinar 
series.

Looking for additional support like funding or technical assistance? Email us at 
hello@techandciviclife.org and we’ll get in touch.

RECENT NEWS

CTCL
Program
Awards
Over 2,500 
COVID-19 
Response 
Grants

20 Ways CTCL
Election COVID-19
Officials Response
Increased Grants
Accessibility Available
During the for Georgia
November Runoff
Election

A First 
Look at 
CTCL 
Grant
Program
Impact

Celebrating 
Election 
Hero Day

mailto:hello@techandciviclife.org
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State of Wisconsin

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
May 29, 2020

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Reid Magney, 608-267-7887

WEC Prepares for Fall Elections by Approving 
Block Grants to Municipalities and Mailing to Voters

MADISON, WI - The Wisconsin Elections Commission has approved spending $7.2 million in 
federal CARES Act funding, including a $4.1 million block grant program to help local election 
officials and voters prepare for Fall 2020 elections amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

“Wisconsin voters and election officials need to be ready for anything this fall,” said Meagan 
Wolfe, administrator of the WEC. “We are using the lessons we learned from the Spring 
Election in April and the federal grant funds to ensure we are prepared for November.”

The $4.1 million block grant program will help municipalities deal with significant unbudgeted 
expenses for fall elections like postage and envelopes due to high demand for absentee ballots at 
the Spring Election, when nearly 1.16 million ballots were cast by mail.

In addition to giving block grants to municipalities, the WEC will send an informational mailing 
to approximately 2.7 million registered voters later this summer about their voting options for 
November, including an absentee ballot request form and a return envelope. The Commission 
will consider final plans for the mailer at its June 10 meeting.

The voter mailing is designed to inform voters who have not already requested an absentee ballot 
for November about their three voting options, including absentee voting by mail or in-person at 
the clerk’s office and voting at the polls on Election Day, Wolfe said.

“We want voters to know what their options are, and for anyone who is considering voting by 
mail to make their request as soon as possible so clerics are not overwhelmed right before the 
election,” Wolfe said.

For most voters the MvVote.wi.gov website is the easiest way to make their absentee ballot 
request any time prior to October 29,2020, while for other voters who are not comfortable with 
or do not have access to technology having access to a paper form will be their best source of 
information. MvVote.wi.gov is also where voters can register to vote, find their polling place, 
view a sample ballot, or contact their municipal clerk to leam about in-person absentee 
opportunities.
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Questions and Answers about Wisconsin’s Readiness Plan for Fall Elections

Is the WEC mailing absentee ballots to everyone? Will Wisconsin become an all-vote-by-mail 
state?

No, changes such as these would require the legislature to pass and amend existing law, and the 
Wisconsin Sections Commissionlloes' nof Have the authority to maie these changes. Under the 
current law, dDll^scbnsinvo^^avelEreFdpSdmtdvote - voting M the polls dii Election Day, 
voting jabsenteFm-pCTsoh at "the clerk’s office'oFvdtihg absentee hy mail. State law requires 
registered voters to request ah ahsentee ballot and any voters who receive the mailing will 
receive information about voting and an absentee request form, but each voter must still request a 
ballot from their municipal clerk. By state law, absentee ballots cannot be sent automatically. 
Voters must also be registered to vote in Wisconsin before they request an absentee ballot. All 
voters must submit a copy of their statutorily acceptable photo ID with their first by-mail request, 
with the exception of military and overseas voters and indefinitely confined voters.

Do absentee voters have to provide a photo ID just like voters at the polls?

Yes, with limited exceptions. Registered voters requesting an absentee ballot online can upload 
a picture or scan of their photo ID at MvVote.wi.gov. Those making the request by mail must 
provide a physical copy of their photo ID - a paper photocopy or even a photograph.

Wisconsin’s photo ID law contains an exception for absentee voters who are indefinitely 
confined to their homes due to age, disability, illness or infirmity. This exception was designed 
for voters with disabilities, seniors and others who do not have access to an acceptable photo ID 
or whose photo IDs may have expired, but it can also apply in other cases. For more information 
about limited exceptions to Wisconsin’s photo ID law, visit our photo ID website: 
https://bringit.wi.gov.

Will absentee ballots have tracldng barcodes on them?

No, that is a misunderstanding. The WEC will soon start using USPS Intelligent Mail Barcodes 
(IMB) for absentee ballot envelopes, not the ballots. EMBs will let voters and clerks track where 
a ballot is in the postal system as it travels from the clerk’s office to the voter’s home and back to 
the clerk’s office, just like they track packages from online retailers.

Will people who are dead or who moved get the mailer?

Every month the WEC gets death records from the State and helps local clerks remove those 
voters from the registration list. Excluded from the 2.7 million registered voters who will get 
this mailing are voters on the “ERIC Movers mailing list” who have not either reregistered at a 
new address or confirmed that they have not moved. The same is true for other ineligible voters. 
Local election officials regularly receive list maintenance updates and deactivate voters who are 
on felon status, have moved out of state, or are otherwise ineligible.

https://bringit.wi.gov


How much will everything cost and where does the money come from?

The Wisconsin Elections Commission has received a $7.3 million federal CARES Act grant 
designed to help cover nnbudgeted election expenses due to the COVED-19 pandemic.

All 1,850 Wisconsin municipal clerks can apply for block grants to cover unbudgeted expenses 
due to the pandemic, including postage, envelopes, extra help, supplies, etc. Each municipality 
can receive a base grant of $200 plus $1.10 per registered voter.

Program. V ■; Expense .
Block Grants to Local Election Officials $4,126,528
Voter Information Mailer Not more than $2,252,035
Sanitation and PPE Supplies Not more than $500,000
WEC staff, development costs for USPS MB, 
and reserve fund for April/May costs.

Not more than $400,000

Total $7,278,563

Much more information about the grants to municipalities is available on the WEC’s website: 
https://elections.wi.gov/node/6916.

How can clerks apply for a block grant?

The WEC will be contacting clerks with information about how to apply for grants and intend to 
conduct informational webinars on this topic in June.

What’s next?

At their regular meeting on June 10, the six, bipartisan members of the Wisconsin Elections 
Commission are scheduled to review and approve details of the mailer before it can be sent for
printing.

The exact date the voter information mailer will be sent has not been determined, but it will be 
sometime after the August 11, 2020 Partisan Primary but before September 1, 2020. The 
deadline for municipal clerics to send absentee ballots to voters with valid requests on file for the 
General Election is September 17,2020, which should give voters a few weeks to make requests 
before ballots must be sent. Ballot requests received after this deadline will be fulfilled by local 
clerks on an ongoing basis.
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The Wisconsin Elections Commission is responsible for administration and enforcement of election laws in 
Wisconsin. The Commission is made up of six Commissioners - four appointed directly by the State Senate 
Majority Leader, Speaker of the Assembly and the Minority Leaders in the State Senate and Assembly. The 
remaining two Commissioners are appointed by the Governor with confirmation by the State Senate from lists of 
former municipal and county clerks submitted by the legislative leadership in each party.

https://elections.wi.gov/node/6916

